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Dire t Integration of Fourth Order Initial and Boundary
Value Problems Using Nystrom Type Methods
E. Adeyefa
Federal University Oye-Ekiti, Oye ekiti, Nigeria

Nystrom type methods are widely used for the numeri al integration of initial
value problems (IVPs) in ordinary dierential equations (ODEs). Spe i ally, they
are extensively used for dire tly solving se ond order IVPs. Nevertheless, they
are not normally used for the numeri al integration of boundary value problems
(BVPs). This paper fo uses on the formulation of a family of blo k Nystrom type
methods (BNM (A|A‡, p)) for the numeri al solution of fourth order IVPs and
BVPs, where A|A‡ is the number of o-grid points and p is the order of the method.
The family of BNM (A|A‡, p) is formulated from ontinuous s hemes obtained via
ollo ation and interpolation te hniques and applied in a blo k-by-blo k manner
as numeri al integrators for fourth order ODEs. The onvergen e properties of
the family of methods are dis ussed via zero-stability and onsisten y. Numeri al
examples are in luded and omparisons are made with existing methods in the
literature.
→∞⋄∞←

An Improved Bary entri Lagrange Double Interpolation for
Solving Volterra Integral Equations of the Se ond Kind
E.S. Shoukralla, B. M. Ahmed
Fa ulty of Eng. and Te hnology, Future University in Egypt, 11835 Cairo, Egypt

H. Elgohary
Fa ulty of Ele troni

Engineering, Menoua University, Al Minufya, Egypt

An improved and sophisti ated version of Bary entri Lagrange interpolation
with uniformly spa ed interpolation nodes is established and applied to solve Volterra
integral equations of the se ond kind. The given improved version of Bary entri
Lagrange polynomial is obtained by redening it in a matrix form in su h a manner
that the round-o errors of the al ulations are remarkably minimized. A hieving
this advantage, the presented method onsists of three steps; the rst is based on
the interpolation of the given data fun tion and the unknown fun tion by using
the improved Bary entri Lagrange polynomials of the same degree. In the se ond
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step the kernel is interpolated twi e with respe t to both its variables by using
the same interpolant polynomial of the same degree, so that it is transformed
into a produ t of three matri es, where only one matrix is dependent on the
given kernel. The importan e of the third step may be summarized as follows: the
interpolate unknown fun tion is substituted twi e into both sides of the onsidered
integral equation. This enfor ement provides the possibility to redu e the solution
of Volterra equation into an equivalent algebrai linear system in matrix form
without any need to apply ollo ation points. Moreover, seven illustrated numeri al
examples are solved. It turns out that, the obtained approximate solutions onverge
to the exa t ones, whi h ensures the a ura y, e ien y, and authenti ity of the
presented method.
→∞⋄∞←

Conjugate Gradient Method for Solving the Inverse
Gravimetry Problem in Multilayered Medium: Parallel
Implementation on GPU
E.N. Akimova, V.E. Misilov
Ural Federal University; Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s of UrB RAS,
Ekaterinburg, Russia

The paper is devoted to onstru tion of the time e ient algorithm for solving
the stru tural inverse gravimetry problem in the ase of multilayered medium. The
problem is in nding multiple interfa es between layers with dierent onstant
densities by known gravitational data. This problem is des ribed by a nonlinear
integral equation of the rst kind. It is ill-posed problem. After dis retization of the
area and approximation of the integral operator, the problem is redu ed to solving
a system of nonlinear equations. An e ient method was onstru ted on the basis
of the nonlinear onjugate gradient method. The algorithm uses the approximation
of the Ja obian matrix of the integral operator based on dropping out the lesser
elements and utilizing the Toeplitz-blo k-Toeplitz stru ture of the matrix. The
parallel algorithm was implemented for the graphi s pro essor (GPU) using CUDA
te hnology. The stru tural gravimetry problem of re onstru ting three surfa es
using quasi-real data was solved.
→∞⋄∞←
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A Motion Corre tion of Sto hasti Evolutionary Systems
with Un ertainties
B. Ananyev
N.N.Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s, 16 S. Kovalevskaya str.,
620108 Ekaterinburg, and Ural Federal University, 19 Mir str., 620002
Yekaterinburg, Russia

We onsider the evolutionary system in a Hilbert spa e H : x(t) = St x0 +
S
((Bu(s) + Cv(s))ds + dw(s)), where t ∈ [0, T ], St is a semigroup with losed
t−s
0
generator A with the dense domain D(A) in H ; B, C are linear operators from
U, V , respe tively; u(t) is a ontrol. Given a omplete probability spa e (Ω, F , P ),
an H -valued Wiener pro ess w(t) pro ess with ontinuous paths is used in the
system. The state x(t) is unknown. There is a partition 0 = t0 t1 . . . tN = T of
[0, T ], ti − ti−1 = T /N = δ , for whi h ve tors yi = Gx(ti−1 ) + ri + ηi at instants
ti are observed, where G : H → Rm is a linear operator, ηi are Gaussian mutually
independent ve tors whi h independent of w(t). The state x0 is independent of
w(t) and ηi . The un ertainties Ex0 = x̄0 , v(·), and ri are restri ted by onstrains
αi = (x̄0 , v i (·), ri ) ∈ Vi , where Vi is a weakly ompa t set in H×L2 ([0, ti ], V )×Rmi
for every i ∈ 1 : N . Similarly, the ontrol u(·) ∈ U, where U ⊂ L2 ([0, T ], U ). If
u(·) ∈ U, then Ui is the set of all ontinuations of the se tion ui (·) on [0, ti ]
to the segment [ti , T ]. If the signal till the ti with known initial ontrol ui0 (·) is
observed, then we minimize the terminal ost EkxN k2 by ontrols u(·) depending
of y i = {y1 , . . . , yi } and u(·) ∈ Ui . The problem is solved by the minimax approa h.
2
First, the maximizer αN
0 in the problem EkxN k → maxαN is found under zero
ontrol. As EkxN k2 = tracePN,i + Ekx̂N,i k2 , where x̂N,i = E(xN |σ(y i )) is the
onditional mean and PN,i = cov(xN − x̂N,i , xN − x̂N,i ) is the ovarian e operator,
we, se ondly, solve the problem Ekx̂N,i k2 → min = Ji over u(·) ∈ Ui for all
i ∈ 1 : N . Then we seek an optimal stopping time τ , depending on y i , where
Jτ ≤ Jτ +1 . The pro edure may be repeated on the segment [τ, T ]. Some examples
are onsidered, as well as some appli ations to physi s and investments problem.
Rt

A knowledgements. The work is supported by the Russian Foundation for
Basi Resear h, Proje t No.18-01-00544-a.
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Some Qualitative Properties of the Solutions of Goodwin's
Equation with Fixed Delay
A.O. Antonova
National Aviation University, 1 Kosmonauvt Komarov Ave., 03058 Kyiv, Ukraine

S.N. Reznik
Institute for Nu lear Resear h, National A ademy of S ien es of Ukraine, 47
Nauka Ave., 03680, Kyiv, Ukraine

M. D. Todorov
Fa ulty of Applied Mathemati s and Computer S ien e, Te hni al University of
Soa, 8 Kliment Ohridski Blvd., 1000 Soa, Bulgaria

Investigations of the Goodwin equation [1℄ with a xed delay

ẏ < −1.5
 −3,
2ẏ(t − θ), 4.5 > ẏ ≥ −1.5
0.5ẏ(t) + 0.4y(t) =

9,
ẏ ≥ 4.5

showed that the quality hara teristi s of the sawtooth os illations (mean value of
y(t) and its amplitude) signi antly depend on the shape of the initial fun tion [2,
3℄, as shown in the gure for θ = 1. Here is in ome in billions of dollars per year, t
is time in years.
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On the other hand, by using the method of equivalent linearization in [4℄ it
was shown that the mean value and amplitude are onstant. In this report, we
show that the results of [4℄ are valid only for a ertain shape of initial fun tion and
dis uss the onditions of appli ability of the method of equivalent linearization to
the analysis of the properties of solutions of the Goodwin equation.
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Computer Simulation of Plasma Dynami s in Open
Magneti Systems
M. Boronina, G. Dudnikova, V. Vshivkov
Institute of Computational Mathemati s and Mathemati al Geophysi s SB RAS,
Novosibirsk, Russia

The work is devoted to the numeri al simulation of formation of diamagneti
bubble in an open magneti trap [1℄. This system makes possible to a hieve
the maximal plasma pressure for the ee tive plasma heating and onnement.
We onsider axially symmetri al magneti trap with inje tion and subsequent
ionization of neutral parti le beams. The simulations of the ion beam - plasma
intera tion are based on a two-dimensional hybrid model for the quasi-neutral
ollisionless plasma, where the ions are des ribed kineti ally, and the ele trons are
onsidered as a uid [2℄. We use the parti le-in- ells method (PIC) in the ylindri al
oordinates and the nite-dieren e s hemes for shifted grids. The high magneti
eld values dene the maximal time step due to the stability ondition for the
numeri al s heme. Numeri al experiments for plasma and ion beam parameters in
a ordan e with the parameters of laboratory experiments required onsiderable
omputational resour es and a parallel version of the developed algorithm. The
parallelization we use is based on the domain de omposition, where ea h pro essor
is responsible for its sub-domain and the parti les in the domain. The problems of
the algorithm a ura y, onvergen e and performan e are onsidered. The results of
numeri al modeling of the plasma dynami s in the diamagneti regime of the open
plasma trap are presented. The omputations were performed on the super omputer
Lomonosov (MSU, Mos ow) and Siberian Super omputer Center luster (ICM&MG
SB RAS, Novosibirsk).
A knowledgements. The work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basi Resear h, proje t No 18-29-21025.
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Equivalen e Group for Generalized
Kudryashov-Sinelsh hikov Equations of Se ond Order
no Duque
Yu. D. Bozhkov, O. M. Londo
Instituto de Matemati a, Estatisti a e Computa ao Cienti a - IMECC,
Universidade Estadual de Campinas - UNICAMP, Rua Sergio Buarque de
Holanda, 651, 13083-859 - Campinas - SP, Brasil

S. Dimas
Departamento de Matemati a, Instituto Te nologi o da Aeronauti a - ITA, Pra a
Mare hal Eduardo Gomes, 50, Vila das A a ias, 12228-900, Sao Jose dos
Campos/SP, Brasil

The equivalen e group for a lass of nonlinear evolution partial dierential
equations, generalizing the se ond order Kudryashov-Sinelsh hikov equation whi h
des ribes pressure waves in liquid with bubbles, is al ulated. Then a preliminary
group lassi ation of the equations in the onsidered lass is obtained. After a
simpli ation, based on the use of the found equivalen e group, a omplete group
lassi ation of these equations is arried out.
→∞⋄∞←
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Methodology for Optimizing the Control of Investment
Proje ting
E. V. Butsenko
Ural State University of E onomi s, Ekaterinburg, Russia

The tasks of improving investment proje ting in the modern e onomy an be
onsidered as ne essary omponents of the ontrol pro ess of any enterprise and are
pre isely those tasks whose solution determines the nan ial poli y of the e onomi
stru ture. The development of te hnologies based on the optimization of investment
proje ting is a very relevant s ienti problem. Investment proje ting is designed
to develop and implement not only the most protable ways to generate in ome,
but also to look for new protable options for allo ating free ash resour es. In
this paper, in order to develop an e onomi -mathemati al model of the investment
proje ting ontrol pro ess, optimal ontrol methods are used to solve applied problems
in e onomi s. The proposed methodology for optimizing the ontrol of the investment
proje ting pro ess for an enterprise allows for the sele tion of the best investment
proje ting strategy, whi h is the pro ess of forming su h an enterprise produ tion
volume that will be realized with the best guaranteed value of the ratio - return/risk.
In the work arried out the pra ti al implementation of the proposed e onometri
methodology for the sele tion of the optimal strategy for ontrolling investment
proje ting. Using the real investment proje ting obje t as an example, the appli ation
features of the proposed methodology are onsidered, the ne essary al ulations
are performed and the obtained results are analyzed. This methodology an be
used as the basis for the development of a modern toolkit for optimizing the
ontrol of investment proje ting, apable of generating solutions for the pra ti al
implementation of spe i investment proje ts. The results of the study an be
used by any business entity engaged in investment a tivities, and, of ourse, will
improve the ee tiveness of its performan e and ompetitiveness.
→∞⋄∞←
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Longitudinal and Torsional Sho k Waves in Anisotropi
Elasti Cylinders
A. Chugaynova
Steklov Mathemati al Institute of RAS, Mos ow, Russia

Dis ontinuities in solutions of a one-dimensional hyperboli system of equations
des ribing nonlinear longitudinal and torsional waves propagating in elasti rods
are studied. The amplitude of the dis ontinuities is assumed to be small, so that
all nonlinear terms, ex ept for the quadrati ones, are negle ted in the equations.
The form of the sho k adiabat and the evolutionary onditions are investigated
depending on the parameters of the model. The results of this study are appli able
not only to waves in rods, but also to sho k waves in anisotropi elasti media.
→∞⋄∞←

Rareed Gas Between Two Coaxial Cylinders  Transient
Heat Transfer: The Ee t of Pulsating Radial Motion of the
Outer Cylinder. A ousti Waves Modeling
P. Gospodinov, D. Dankov, V. Roussinov, M. Mironova
Institute of Me hani s, BAS, A ad. G. Bon hev, bl. 4, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

On the basis of our previous studies in the ow modeling of rareed gas between
oaxial ylinders under dierent temperature and kinemati boundary onditions,
the energy transfer in the system of gas - surrounding ylinders is studied in
the radius pulsating of one of the ylinders. The energy transfer is modeled with
ontinuous model based on Navier-Stokes Fourier equations of motion and energy
transfer and with a statisti al DSMC model.
The obtained results show that the external me hani al disturban es in the
radial dire tion inuen e more signi antly the operation of the Pirani gauge when
there is a dieren e in the temperature of the thread and the wall of the outer
ylinder. These results make it possible to assess the gauge sensitivity.
→∞⋄∞←
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Analyti Representation of the Order Parameter Proles
and Sus eptibility of a Ginzburg-Landau Type Model with
Diri hlet-Diri hlet Boundary Conditions on the Conning
the Fluid Walls
V. Vassilev, P. Djondjorov, D. Dan hev
Institute of Me hani s, BAS, Akad. G. Bon hev St., Blo k 4, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

In this work, we study a riti al thermodynami system, say, a simple uid
or a binary liquid mixture, of plane lm geometry whose stable states, at given
temperature and external ordering eld, are determined by the minimizers of the
one-dimensional ounterpart of the standard φ4 Ginzburg-Landau Hamiltonian in
terms of the order parameter. We fo us on the ase of Diri hlet-Diri hlet boundary
onditions on the onning the uid walls. Assuming that the boundaries of the
system are positioned at a nite distan e from one another, we solve the orresponding boundary-value problem of one nonlinear dierential equation in terms of
Weierstrass and Ja obi ellipti fun tions and give analyti representation of the
order parameter proles and of the lo al and total sus eptibilities depending on
the temperature and ordering eld.
→∞⋄∞←
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Pro essing Epidemiologi al Data Using Dynami Mode
De omposition Method
D. A. Bistrian
Dept of Ele tri al Engineering and Industrial Informati s, Politehni a
University of Timisoara, 5 Revolutiei str., 331128 Hunedoara, Romania

G. Dimitriu
Dept of Medi al Informati s and Biostatisti s, Grigore T. Popa University of
Medi ine and Pharma y, 16 Universitatii, Iasi 700115, Romania

I. M. Navon
Dept of S ienti

Computing, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL,
323064120, USA

Modeling the spread of infe tious diseases is extremely hallenging due to the
la k of a single set of physi s-based governing equations. Many urrent infe tious
diseases models tend to be based on histori data.
The Dynami Mode De omposition (DMD) is an equation-free, data-driven
matrix de omposition that an provide a urate re onstru tions of spatio-temporal
oherent stru tures arising in nonlinear dynami al systems. The equation-free aspe t
of operating solely on data snapshots of DMD, an help in the analysis of infe tious
disease data.
In this work, the Dynami Mode De omposition method is applied to malaria
infe tious disease using histori al data from World Health Organization (WHO)
and Institute of Health Metri s and Evaluation (IHME), Global Burden of Disease
(GBD). Several ases are analysed by using snapshots of infe tious disease data
on erning malaria death by region, in iden e of malaria, and malaria death rates
at dierent spa e lo ations. The examples show how DMD an extra t the relevant
spatio-temporal patterns from the data. Ea h lo ation's time series is normalized
in mean and varian e, allowing for a better visual omparison.
A quantitative evaluation of the spatial modes omputed from the DMD
de omposition and a rigorous error analysis for the re onstru tion of data are
performed. We emphasize also additional advantages of the redu ed order model.
→∞⋄∞←
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Hybrid models of ion-a ousti

ollisionless sho k

A. Emova, G. Dudnikova
Institute of Computational Mathemati s and Mathemati al Geophysi s SB RAS, 6
Akad. Lavrentyev, Ave, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

Numeri al modeling of nonlinear wave pro esses in media with dispersion, to
whi h plasma primarily relates, plays an important role in studying of à number
physi al phenomena. In parti ular, ion-a ousti ele trostati ollisionless sho ks
have been observed both in the high-energy parti le uxes in the Earth's magnetosphere and laboratory experiments with laser plasma. Currently, one of the main
questions of osmology is the me hanism of generation of osmi rays, whi h signi antly ae ts pro esses in near-Earth spa e. Observational astronomi al data indi ate
that the sour e of these rays is supernova explosions and ion a eleration at the
front of the generated ollisionless sho k waves. Coulomb ollisions are negligible
in ollisionless sho k and ooperative ee ts of intera tion of plasma and ele tri
and magneti elds play essential roles in the sho k formation. The theoreti al
substantiation of ion-a ousti ele trostati sho k waves was reated more than half
a entury ago, but one of the main problems  the a eleration of parti les at the
sho k-wave front  has not yet been solved. The kineti model and two types of
hybrid models of the formation of ion-a ousti sho k waves in a ollisionless plasma
are onsidered. The regimes a ompanied by the overturning of sho k waves and
the generation of fast parti les ree ted by the potential barrier of the wave front
were studied. We have also investigated the ase of three- omponent plasma with
a heavy and light ion.
A knowledgements. The resear h was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basi Resear h 18-29-21025.
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Canoni al Deformations of Pseudo-Riemannian Spa e
N. Vashpanova, Yu. Fed henko
Odessa National A ademy of Food Te hnologies, Ukraine

T. Podousova
Odessa State A ademy of Civil Engineering and Ar hite ture, Ukraine

The paper presents the study on the spe ial deformations of a pseudo-Riemannian spa e whi h were alled anoni al. These deformations are hara terized by
the tensor of metri s deformation is proportional to Ri i tensor. This approa h
seems to be more appropriate for appli ations than the standard one, for example,
for simulating real physi al situation when gravity elds are onsidered.
→∞⋄∞←

Radiation Ee ts in Spa e Sili on Solar Cells: Numeri al
Models and Software
A. Fedoseyev, S. Herasimenka
Regher Solar LLC, Tempe, AZ, 85284, USA

Improvements to solar ell e ien y and radiation hardness that are ompatible
with low ost, high volume manufa turing pro esses are riti al for power generation
appli ations in future long-term NASA and DOD spa e missions. In this paper,
we provide the results of numeri al simulation of the radiation ee ts in a novel,
ultra-thin (UT), Si photovoltai (PV) ell te hnology that ombines enhan ed light
trapping and absorption due to nanostru tured surfa es, separation of photogenerated arriers, and in reased arrier density due to UT thi kness. Su h solar ells
have a potential to a hieve high onversion e ien ies while shown to be lightweight,
exible, and low- ost, due to the use of Si high volume te hniques. Regher Solar is
developing manufa turing te hnology for UT high e ien y sili on solar ells, whi h
an be qui kly transferred to mass produ tion and a hieve < $1/W manufa turing
ost to supply the booming spa e e onomy. To a hieve high e ien y on thin
wafers Regher Solar is using bifa ial amorphous/ rystalline sili on heterojun tion
te hnology and opper ele troplating whi h an enable ultrathin sili on solar ells
with up to 24% AM0 e ien y. Higher e ien y solar ells an redu e solar array
mass, volume, and ost for spa e missions. When solar ells are used in outer
spa e or in Lunar or Marsian environments, they are subje t to bombardment by
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high-energy parti les, whi h indu e a degradation referred to as radiation damage.
Radiation toleran e (or hardness) of this UT Si PV te hnology is not well understood.
Resear h, review, and analysis of solar- ell radiation-ee ts models in literature
have been ondu ted, and physi s-based models have been sele ted and validated
[1℄. Several dierent engineering approa hes have been investigated to improve Si
solar ell radiation hardness. These in lude Material/ Impurity/Defe t Engineering
(MIDE), Devi e Stru ture Engineering (DSE), and devi e operational mode engineering (DOME), whi h have been shown to be ee tive in redu ing the ee ts of
displa ement damage in Si based devi es [3℄. Lithium-doped, radiation-resistan e
sili on solar ell is an attra tive experimentally proven possibility [2℄.
In this paper, we provide the results of the a urate numeri al simulation of
the radiation ee ts in UT Si PV ells, and radiation damage mitigation te hniques.
The results of numeri al simulation of the radiation ee ts, oupled with the
phenomenon of non-uniform va an y reation (i.e., maximum displa ement damage
o urs near the Bragg peak, as des ribed earlier), further indi ate that a highenergy protons will ause minimal damage in the ultra-thin 50 µm (or thinner) Si
solar ell. These results show that this UT Si PV ell te hnology an be used for
spa e appli ations in the high radiation environment.
Referen es

[1℄ A. Fedoseyev, A. Raman, S. Bowden, J. Y. Choi, Ch. Honsberg, T. Monga,
Numeri al modeling of radiation ee ts in Si Solar Cell for Spa e, SPIE, 9358
22, 2015.
[2℄ J.J. Wyso ki et al, Lithium-doped, radiation-resistan e sili on solar ell, Appl.
Phys. Lett. 9, 44 (1966).
[3℄ Zheng Li, Radiation Hardness/Toleran e of Si Sensors/dete tors for Nu lear
and High Energy Physi s Experiments, Brookhaven Nat. Lab. report BNL-69639,
2002.
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Ampli ation of Longitudinal EM Waves in Graded
Low-Epsilon Materials (GLEM)
N. Kukhtarev, T.Kukhtareva
AAMU Huntsville AL, USA and PSRA  Department of Physi s, University of
Colorado at Colorado Springs, CO, USA

A. Fedoseyev, A.Glush henko
PSRA  Department of Physi s, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, CO,
USA and Ultra Quantum In ., Madison, AL, USA

Several interesting and pra ti ally important new features of EM wave intera tion with GLEM related to image pro essing and opti al ommuni ations are dis ussed in [1,2℄. We will onsider spe i s of EM wave intera tion with graded semi ondu tor materials during dynami holographi transmission grating re ording in area
near plasma resonan e, where diele tri fun tion ǫ depend on ele tron on entration
over plasma frequen y. For the mono hromati omponent of ele tri eld E , wave
equation will be [3℄:


ρ
E∇ǫ
2
+∇
∇E = −k0 ǫE − ∇
ǫ
ǫ
where k0 is wave ve tor, ρ denotes free harge density.
In Drude model diele tri fun tion depend on ele tron density n via plasma
frequen y. Interferen e pattern of two interse ting laser beams by photo-ex itation
spatially modulate ele tron on entration n, produ ing diusion mi ro- urrents,
and reating dynami holographi grating. Re ording beams dira t on this dynami
gratings reating feed ba k with oupling of these two re ording beams.
Nonlinear system of partial dierential equations des ribe intera tion of highfrequen y and low-frequen y EM waves with oupling between transversal and
longitudinal waves. We suggest solution based on series on dynami grating thi kness
that allow to des ribe ee ts of transient energy ex hange between laser beams
and generation of transient self-indu ed holographi urrent. Both ee t will be
in reased in GLEM.
Referen es
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Identi ation of Holling-Tanner Model with In omplete
Information about Model Parameters
I. Fedotov, M.Y. Shatalov, A.A. Adeniji
Dept of Mathemati s and Statisti s, Tshwane University of Te hnology, Pretoria,
South Afri a

A new method for numeri al evaluation of unknown oe ients for the nonlinear
system of dierential equations for the Holling-Tanner model is presented. Inverse
problem of parameter identi ation of the model is onsidered with in omplete
information about the model parameters. The equation for the known parameters
is linear with respe t to ve onstraints out of thirteen onstrains. The method
proposed does not use the least square method. The numeri al examples illustrate
the method.
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Statisti al Modeling of CuBr-Ne-HBr Laser Chara teristi s
at High Repetition Frequen y
D. Fidanov, S. Go heva-Ilieva
Paisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv , Bulgaria

I. Iliev
Te hni al University of Soa, bran h Plovdiv, Bulgaria

The investigation of main laser hara teristi s is an important fa tor in nding
solutions to improve the experimental work in laser te hnologies. The subje t
of our study is CuBr-Ne-HBr laser, used as a high-frequen y amplier in a tive
opti al systems. This type of systems has been a tively developed in re ent years
and is applied for visual ontrol and diagnosti s of fast pro esses, s reened with
ba kground illuminations [1℄. The aim of the study is to apply statisti al methods
for the olle ted experimental data to establish the basi dependen ies between the
laser hara teristi s in the onditions of the high repetition frequen y of the lasing
pulses and the redu ed energy deposition in the dis harge. Multivariate analysis,
su h as fa tor analysis, polynomial type regression of the se ond degree and more
methods are applied. Statisti al models have been built that show very good t
with the experimental data. A omparison was made with the results obtained in
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[2℄ by means of numeri al methods. By performing dierent simulations predi tions
of the values of the output laser power and other laser hara teristi s are obtained.
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Appli ation of Series with Re urrently Cal ulated
Coe ients for Solving Initial-Boundary Value Problems for
Nonlinear Wave Equations
M.Yu. Filimonov
Ural Federal University and Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s,
Yekaterinburg, Russia

For one lass of nonlinear wave equations with a small parameter, an initialboundary value problem with zero boundary onditions is onsidered. The solution
of su h a problem is onstru ted in two ways using series with re urrently al ulated
oe ients. In one ase, the method of spe ial series is used, whi h is based on the
hoi e of some fun tions (basi fun tions), by the powers of whi h the solution of the
original problem is onstru ted as a series with re urrently al ulated oe ients.
The sequential al ulation of the oe ients of the series in this ase is based on
the spe ial properties of the basi fun tions. Another way of representing solutions
to the problem is based on a ombination of Fourier and small parameter methods.
It is known that the appli ation of the Fourier method to the representation of
solutions of nonlinear partial dierential equations leads to an innite system of
ordinary dierential equations. For an approximate solution of su h a system, a
trun ation pro edure is used. As a result, a nonlinear system of ordinary dierential
equations remains, dened by the rst N harmoni s. In the proposed approa h, the
trun ated Fourier series dened by the rst N harmoni s as the zero member of
the series is used, and the small parameter method to nd the remaining members
of the series is used. The onstru tion of the Lyapunov fun tion for a nonlinear
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system, whi h determines the rst N oe ients of trun ated Fourier series, made
it possible to prove that these oe ients are bounded fun tions for any time
and any number N . It is shown that both proposed onstru tions of series with
re urrently al ulated oe ients onverge to the solution of the initial-boundary
value problem on a nite time interval.
A knowledgements.
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Hybrid Model of the Open Plasma Trap
E. Genrikh, M. Boronina, G. Dudnikova
Institute of Computational Mathemati s and Mathemati al Geophysi s,
Novosibirsk, Russia

Currently, a new on ept of ee tive plasma onnement in the open traps
diamagneti regime is developing to solve the problem of ontrolled thermonu lear
fusion[1℄. In this regime the plasma pressure is lose to the magneti eld pressure,
the magneti eld in the region o upied by the plasma is lose to zero, and in
a thin layer at the plasma boundary the diamagneti bubble rapidly in reases.
The ratio of the maximum plasma pressure to the magneti eld pressure (β ) in
the tokamak is β = 0.1, whereas in open traps stable plasma onnement with
β = 0.6 is demonstrated [2℄. The usage of the diamagneti plasma onnement
prin iple in an open trap is of great interest, sin e it makes possible the reation
of a ompa t thermonu lear rea tor. To he k the prin iples underlying the idea of
diamagneti plasma onnement, theoreti al studies and mathemati al modeling
are needed. In this work the hybrid mathemati al model of an axisymmetri plasma
trap based on the kineti des ription for the ion omponent of the plasma and
the MHD approximation for the ele tron omponent is presented. Based on the
hybrid model, the two-dimensional algorithm for studying the inje ted parti les
dynami s in the trap eld has been developed. The motion of the ion omponent
is al ulated by the parti le-in- ell method (PIC), and nite-dieren e s hemes are
used to al ulate the magneti eld and the ele tron omponent of the plasma. On
the basis of the developed algorithm, the program ode for studying the me hanisms
of the self- onsistent magneti eld stru ture forming has been reated.
A knowledgements. This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basi Resear h (proje t 18-31-00314).
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Numeri al Study of the Inuen e of the Two-Burner
Heating upon the Heat Transfer during Pyrolysis Pro ess
used for End-of-Life Tires Treatment
I.R. Georgiev
Dept of Applied Mathemati s and Statisti s, Ruse University, 7017 Ruse, 8
Studentska str., Bulgaria

I. Zheleva, M. Filipova
Dept of Thermoengineering, Hydrauli s, and E ology, Ruse University, 7017
Ruse, 8 Studentska str., Bulgaria

End-of-Life tires (EOLT) are ones of the most dangerous waste in the world.
They do not pra ti ally de ompose in nature. Be ause of this their sound treatment
is needed for the environment prote tion. One of the possible methods for su h a
treatment is pyrolysis pro ess. It is well known [1,3,4℄ that globally around 23%
of all EOLT are pro essed through pyrolysis, whereas in the Republi of Bulgaria
only 5% are pro essed by this method. Thus for Bulgaria it be omes lear that
the pyrolysis method for EOLT treatment still has a good potential for usage,
development and further resear h. This method is very ompli ated for modeling
and studying, be ause it is 3D and non-stationary. In our previous works [1,2,5℄ we
reated an adequate mathemati al model and numeri al algorithm in MATLAB for
numeri al solving the mathemati al initial and boundary value problems for the
model equations whi h des ribe pyrolysis pro ess used for the treatment of the Endof-Life tires (EOLT). Some results for the temperature eld for several hara teristi
periods of operation of pyrolysis station are presented and ommented in the paper
[1,2,5℄. In our next paper [5℄ we have examined the inuen e of the heating and the
heater position upon the heat transfer during the pyrolysis pro ess used for EOLT
treatment.
This paper deals with studying the inuen e of two-burner heating upon
the heat transfer during EOLT treatment by pyrolysis pro ess. The results for
temperature elds, temperature isolines and gradients at some spe i moments of
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time and for two dierent initial heating fun tions are graphi ally presented and
ommented. Results from this modeling an be used in the real pyrolysis stations for
more pre ise displa ement of heathers and measurement devi es and for designing
of automated management of the pro ess.
Keywords:

heating

End-of-Life tires, Pyrolysis, Heat transfer modeling, Two-burner
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New Nonlinear Parametri Conversion Me hanism for
oherent THz Generation
D. Georgieva
Fa ulty of Applied Mathemati s and Computer S ien e, Te hni al University of
Soa, 8 Kl. Ohridski Blvd., 1000 Soa, Bulgaria and Institute of Ele troni s,
BAS 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee, 1784 Soa, Bulgaria

L. Kova hev
Institute of Ele troni s, BAS 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee, 1784 Soa, Bulgaria

In the re ent studies on oherent THz generation from femtose ond laser pulses
in ubi type media the pro ess is explained by opti al re ti ation me hanism
whi h requests strong se ond harmoni s (SH) with energies at least 10-20% of the
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main wave. However, su h strong SH are not observed in the experiments. The
purpose of our investigations is to present new nonlinear parametri onversion
χ(3) me hanism, leading to oherent THz generation. We demonstrate signi ant
in rease of THz signal and the possibility for its spe tral management.
→∞⋄∞←

Kulish-Sklyanin Type Models: Integrability, Redu tions and
Soliton Solutions
V. S. Gerdjikov
Institute of Mathemati s and Informati s, BAS, 8 A ad. G. Bon hev str., 1113
Soa, Bulgaria
and Dept of Applied Mathemati s, National Resear h Nu lear University MEPHI,
Mos ow, Russia

This work is a ontinuation of our previous works [1,2℄. We will formulate
Riemann-Hilbert Problems (RHP) with anoni al normalization ompatible with
the Mikhailov redu tion groups. We show, on the example of Zh and Dh -redu tion
group that the hoi e of the ontour, as well as the hoi e of the x and t-dependen e
of the sewing fun tions Gk (x, t, λ) must be ompatible with the hoi e of the simple
Lie group G and the realization of the redu tion group [2℄.
Using Zakharov-Shabat theorem we are able to onstru t a family of ordinary
dierential operators for whi h the solution of the RHP is a ommon fundamental
analyti solution. Thus we are able to onstru t new types of integrable nonlinear
evolution equations and onstru t their soliton solutions.
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Two-Step Time Series Analysis for Air Pollution in Relation
to Weather Conditions: Case Study of Nessebar, Bulgaria
S. Go heva-Ilieva, D. Voynikova, A. Ivanov, M. Stoimenova
Paisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv, Bulgaria

Air pollution is a major problem in many urban areas in Bulgaria, harmful
to the human health. In this study, based on a large number of observations for
parti ulate matter 10 mi rometers or less in diameter (PM10) and on omitant
meteorologi al onditions, the task of mathemati al modeling of the time series
and predi ting the level of future on entrations is set. As a ase study, data about
the town of Nessebar, a typi al seaside ity, were used. The olle ted data are daily
averaged for the period February 2015  Mar h 2018. Using the autoregression
moving average (ARIMA) method, models of the onsidered time series are built.
To obtain more realisti fore asts, the methodology is implemented in two steps.
The rst step is to build univariate ARIMA models for any of the meteorologi al
variables and to predi t their future values. In the se ond step, the al ulated
fore asted values are applied to onstru t ARIMA PM10 models and to estimate
the fore asts of this pollutant for a short time of 3 days ahead. The obtained models
agree well to the known observed values. The proposed approa h an be applied
to other type of pollutants. It does not depend on additional fore asts from other
sour es and allows the development of a software appli ation to predi t future levels
of pollution depending on the meteorologi al hazards.
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On the Derivative Nonlinear S hrodinger Equation Related
to Symmetri Spa es
G. Grahovski
Dept of Mathemati al S ien es, University of Essex, Wivenhoe park, CO4 3SQ
Col hester, United Kingdom

We will present multi- omponent generalizations of derivative nonlinear S hrodinger (DNLS) type of equations having quadrati bundle Lax pairs related to
Z2 -graded Lie algebras and A.III symmetri spa es. The Jost solutions and the
minimal set of s attering data for the ase of lo al and nonlo al redu tions are
onstru ted. Furthermore, the fundamental analyti solutions are onstru ted and
the spe tral properties of the asso iated Lax operators are briey dis ussed. The
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Riemann-Hilbert problem for the multi- omponent generalizations of DNLS equation
of Kaup-Newell and Gerdjikov-Ivanov types is derived. A modi ation of the dressing
method is presented allowing the expli it derivation of the soliton solutions for the
multi- omponent GI equation with both lo al and nonlo al redu tions. The innite
set of integrals of motion for these models is briey des ribed at the end.
Based on [1℄  a joint work with Vladimir Gerdjikov and Rossen Ivanov.
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Mappings of Spe ial Quasi-Einstein Spa es
V. Kiosak
Odessa State A ademy of Civil Engineering and Ar hite ture, Ukraine

A. Sav henko
Kherson State Agrarian University, Ukraine

O. Gudyreva
Kherson State Maritime A ademy, Ukraine

The paper treats onformal and geodesi mappings of quasi-Einstein spa es of
a spe ial type. We found the ondition of losedness for these spa es in relation to
other mappings. Quasi-Einstein spa es in lude Einstein spa es as a sub- lass, so
presented results strengthen the results obtained previously for Einstein spa es.
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An Integrated Software Pa kage for Estimating Parameters
of the Brown Bear (Ursusar tos L.) Population
T. Gurov, E. Atanassov, A. Karaivanova, M. Vasilev, R. Serbezov
Institute of Information and Communi ation Te hnologies, BAS, A ad. G.
Bon hev str., bl. 25A, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

N. Spassov
National Museum of National History, BAS, 1 Tsar Osvoboditel Blvd., 1000
Soa, Bulgaria

One of the best habitats of brown bears (Ursusar tos) whi h are a stri t
prote ted spe ies in Europe is lo ated in Bulgaria. Monitoring populations of
prote ted wildlife spe ies is ne essary for ee tive management and onservation
of their habitats. In this work, we present the program tool named Ar tosPop
for automati estimation of the brown bear (Ursusar tos L.) population size in
Bulgaria. The omputing programme integrates statisti al algorithms, whi h use as
input data the observed data for tra es of brown bears during National monitorings.
The main features of the software tool are presented and guidelines for improvement
of the programme.
Keywords:

Statisti al estimation, Data analysis, Brown bear population
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A Short-Term Interest Rate Merton's Model Inuen ed by a
Risk Market Fa tor
S.-M. Gurova, T. Gurov
Institute of Information and Communi ation Te hnologies, BAS, A ad. G.
Bon hev str., bl. 25 A, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

M. Lazarova
Te hni al University of Soa, Fa ulty of Applied Mathemati s and Informati s,
Soa, Bulgaria

In the ontext of the interest rate derivatives, a short rate model is a mathemati al model that an predi t the random movement of the interest rates. During the
last entury dierent types of rate interest models are derived. Examples for this
are the works [1,2,3,4℄ and many others. In the present paper we introdu e a shortterm interest rate Merton's model for whi h the movement of the interest rate is
given by a sto hasti dierential equation. For this model we onsider the zero
oupon bond's pri e whi h is determined by using the apparatus of the sto hasti
dierential equations and the partial dierential equations.We use the diusion
equation to al ulate the bond's pri e for this model in the ase of risk market
fa tor and without a risk market fa tor. For determing the zero oupon bond's
pri e we give some numeri al experiments and graphi s. Some of the experiments
are obtained by using the Monte Carlo method.
A knowledgements. This work has been a omplished with the nan ial
support of the MES by the Grant No. D01-221/03.12.2018 for NCHDC  part of
the Bulgarian National Roadmap on RIs and by the nan ial funds allo ated to
the St. Kl.Ohridski University of Soa, grand No 80-10-27/2019.
The se ond author (M.L.) is partially supported by a proje t Sto hasti and
simulation models in the eld of medi ine, so ial s ien es and dynami systems
funded by the National S ien e Fund of Ministry of Edu ation and S ien e of
Bulgaria (Contra t No. DN 12/11/20 De . 2017).
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External Estimates and Comparison Prin iple for Traje tory
Tubes of Nonlinear Control Systems
M.I. Gusev and I.V. Zykov
N.N. Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s, 16 S. Kovalevskaya
str., 620108 Ekaterinburg, Russia

We onsider nonlinear systems with un ertainty in dynami s due to ontrols
or disturban es. Un ertainty generates a whole family of traje tories, alled a
traje tory tube. By an external estimate of a traje tory tube of the system we
mean a multi-valued mapping whi h ontains all traje tories of this family as its
sele tors. There are various approa hes to the onstru tion of external estimates
for traje tory tubes. Some algorithms for the onstru tion of estimates are based
on dis rete (pixel) approximations and approximations by ellipsoids and polyhedra.
One ommon approa h is to use Lyapunov type fun tions. It relies on the study of
their behavior along traje tories and uses the omparison prin iple for dierential
inequalities. In this talk, we present some modi ation of this approa h asso iated
with the use of a new form of omparison equations. Also, the Lyapunov type
fun tions and the omparison prin iple are applied to the estimation of the dynami s
of systems with integral onstraints on un ertain parameters ( ontrols). The results
are illustrated with several examples of numeri al simulations.
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On Convexity of Small-time Rea hable Sets of Nonlinear
Control Systems
M.I. Gusev and I.O. Osipov
N.N. Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s, 16 S. Kovalevskaya
str., 620108 Ekaterinburg, Russia

The onvexity of rea hable sets plays an important role in the development of
algorithms for solving optimal ontrol problems and problems of feedba k ontrol.
For nonlinear ontrol systems the rea hable sets are generally not onvex and may
have a rather ompli ated stru ture. However, for systems with integral quadrati
onstraints on the ontrol B. Polyak have shown that the rea hable sets are onvex
if the linearization of the system is ontrollable and ontrol inputs are restri ted
from above in L2 norm by a su iently small number. In the present talk we
use this result to prove su ient onditions for the onvexity of rea hable sets of
a nonlinear ontrol-ane system on small time intervals, assuming that ontrol
resour es are limited by a given (not ne essarily small) value. These onditions are
based on the asymptoti s for the minimal eigenvalue of the ontrollability Gramian
of system linearization as a fun tion of the length of the time interval. We prove
the asymptoti s for a linear time-invariant system ontaining a small parameter
that implies the onvexity of small-time rea hable sets for some lasses of twodimensional nonlinear ontrol systems. The results of numeri al simulations for
illustrative examples are dis ussed.
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Solution of the Problems of Nonhomogeneous
In ompressible Fluid Dynami s by the CABARET Method
V. Gush hin
Institute for Computer Aided Design of RAS, Mos ow, Russia

V. Kondakov
Nu lear Safety Institute of RAS, Mos ow, Russia

Method for solving a nonhomogeneous vis ous in ompressible uid dynami s
is proposed using CABARET s heme. We study the problem of spot dynami s in
a uid that is stably stratied by density. The omparison with the results of other
works and with analyti solution is onsidered. The statement of the problem was
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obtained from the onsideration of a spot with mixed salt water pla ed in a solution
with the steady-state distributions of the salinity and density elds. We will assume
that the spot is pla ed in a re tangular tank with su iently remote liquid-tight
walls. The spot has the form of a ylinder. Density strati ation is given by a linear
fun tion of height, and buoyan y for es are modeled as a deviation of density from
a stable strati ation. The problem is solved in a two-dimensional formulation
with dierent regimes determined by Reynolds and Froude numbers. There are
no restri tions on the smallness of the density deviations therefore theoreti ally
this te hnique an be applied for problems with a omplex dependen e of density
on height. For example, in the problem of the o urren e of internal waves in a
stratied atmospheri layer, where, as a result of solar radiation, the heated at the
surfa e air forms as ending urrents.
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Tiny Giants  Mathemati s Looks at Zooplankton
P. Hinow
Dept of Mathemati al S ien es, University of Winskonsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee,
WI, USA

Zooplankton is an immensely numerous and diverse group of organisms o upying every orner of the o eans, seas and freshwater bodies on earth. They form a
ru ial link between autotrophi phytoplankton and higher trophi levels su h as
rusta eans, mollusks, sh, and marine mammals. Changing environmental onditions su h as rising water temperatures, salinities and de reasing pH values urrently
reate monumental hallenges to their well-being.
A signi ant subgroup of zooplankton are rusta eans of sizes between 1 and
10mm. Despite their small size they have extremely a ute senses that allow them
to navigate their surroundings, es ape predators, nd food and mate. In a series
of joint works with Rudi Stri kler (Department of Biologi al S ien es, University
of Wis onsin-Milwaukee) we have investigated various behaviors of rusta ean
zooplankton. These in lude the visualization of the feeding urrent of the opepod
Leptodiaptomus si ilis, the introdu tion of the e ologi al temperature as a des riptor of the swimming behavior of water eas Daphnia puli aria and the ommuni ation by sex pheromones in opepods. The work draws from opti s, e ology, neuroanatomy, omputational uid dynami s, and omputational neuros ien e.
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New Trend Criteria for Monitoring the Conditions of
Te hni al Obje ts
V. Ìyrhorod, I. Hvozdeva, Ye. Derenh
Odessa Maritime A ademy National University, 8 Didrikhson str., 65029 Odessa,
Ukraine

Various trend riteria are widely used in te hni al diagnosti systems (they
are the part of te hni al ondition monitoring algorithms). The trend riteria
allow to establish the fa t of emergen e and development of the trend in data
time series re orded during the diagnosti obje ts operation. The presen e of time
series trend omponent an be the result that monitored parameter omes out from
a eptable limits and the result of an o urred fault. The proposed well-known
trend riteria are s alar, sin e the time series ounts of one registration parameter
are the argument of trend statisti s. The s alar nature of the trend riteria limits the
apabilities of diagnosti systems, sin e the te hni al ondition of modern obje t is
hara terized by multidimensional set of time-varying parameters. The algorithms
of trend ontrol, used in modern te hni al diagnosti systems, allow to reveal the
fa t only there is a trend at a given level of statisti al signi an e, but the nature
of the trend remains unknown. To solve the problems of in reasing the reliability
of diagnosti on lusions about the onditions of te hni al obje ts, an approa h
to assessing the mutual dynami s of multidimensional trends is proposed. The
approa h is based on the formation of multidimensional arrays from time series
of registration data of an obje t te hni al ondition  diagnosti parallelepipeds.
Analysis of the diagnosti parallelepipeds is performed by de omposing them by
singular numbers. In order to identify mutual trends and trends of dieren es, it is
proposed to hoose two time series and their ounts with the same arguments should
be ombined into one omplex number. The onstru ted time series is de omposed
into omponents using the prin ipal omponent method. The proposed approa h
allows to perform the sele tion of an obje t ondition parameters on groups that
have trends of the same type or do not have ones. As a result, it be omes possible
to lo alize faults and to in rease the reliability of diagnosti on lusions about the
obje t te hni al ondition.
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Analysis of a Predator-Prey Model with SEIRS Epidemi in
the Prey Population
S.-M. Gurova
Institute for Information and Computational Te hnologies, BAS, A ad. G.
Bon hev str. 25 A, Soa, Bulgaria

In this paper, the author studies a predator-prey model based on epidemi
disease. The epidemi disease is des ribed by SEIRS (Sus eptible  Exposed-Infe tious  Re overed  Sus eptible) model with logisti growth fun tion in the sus eptible
prey population. The fth dimensional e o-epidemiologi al model onsist ve lasses:
sus eptible prey S(t), exposed prey E(t), infe ted prey I(t), re overed prey R(t) and
predator P (t). The fun tion of response is supposed to be of Lotka-Volterra type.
The dynami s of the system has been studied by proving onditions of existen e and
the stability of the equilibrium points and the solution is bounded. Sin e the model
is based on the SEIRS epidemiologi al model, the basi reprodu tion number R0 is
al ulated. The infe tion will die out in the long run when R0 < 1 otherwise there is
an epidemi in the prey population. The presented numeri al results are onsistent
with the theoreti al ones and show the dynami al behaviors of the des ribed model.
A knowledgements. This work was supported by the National S ienti
Programme Information and Communi ation Te hnologies for a Single Digital
Market in S ien e, Edu ation and Se urity (ICTinSES), approved by the RCM
#577/17.08.2018 and nan ed by the Bulgarian Ministry of Edu ation and S ien e.
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A Novel 3D Visualization Approa h: a Proof-of-Con ept
Study on the Histidine Residues in Myoglobin
Yanzhen Hou
S hool of Physi s, Beijing Institute of Te hnology, Beijing, P.R. China

A. J. Niemi
NORDITA, SE-106 91 Sto kholm, Sweden

Xubiao Peng
Department of Physi s and Astronomy, Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

N. Ilieva
Institute of Information and Communi ation Te hnologies, BAS, Soa, Bulgaria

Geometri ally, proteins an be viewed as dis rete pie ewise linear urves that
allows for their des ription in terms of extrinsi spatial variables, su h as the
Rama handran angles. However, they are also hara terized by additional two 
intrinsi and independent  geometri stru tures determined by the peptide planes
and the side hains. We present a proof-of- on ept study towards the development
of a novel 3D visualization method, the framing 3D visualization, based on the
onstru tion of a series of orthonormal oordinate frames along the protein side
hains and mapping the atoms positions onto a unit sphere. We analyze distal
and proximal histidine residues in myoglobin. The results are in good agreement
with biologi al data and provide a new perspe tive for further understanding of
stru ture and fun tion of histidines in myoglobin. This suggests the method an
reliably depi t the spatial orientation of side- hain ovalent bonds in a protein
and may eventually be advan ed into a full-s ale visual tool for protein-stru ture
analysis, omplementary to the urrently used visualization suits.
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Hamiltonian Approa h to Nonlinear Water Waves  The
Long Wave Approximation
R. Ivanov
Te hnologi al University Dublin, Ireland

We derive model equations for water waves propagating over uneven bottom
using the Hamiltonian formulation of the water-wave problem. The assumptions
are for a homogeneous in ompressible, invis id, uid medium bounded by a free
surfa e. The Hamiltonian of the system is expressed in terms of the so- alled
Diri hletNeumann operators. Spe i s aling of the variables is sele ted whi h
leads to approximations of Boussinesq and Kortewegde Vries (KdV) types, taking
into a ount the ee t of the slowly varying bottom. Underlying urrent ould be
taken into a ount as well. The arising KdV equation with variable oe ients is
studied numeri ally.
Joint work with A. Compelli, C. I. Martin and M. Todorov
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Probabilities for p-Outliers  General Properties
P. Jordanova
Fa ulty of Mathemati s and Informati s, Konstantin Preslavsky University of
Shumen, 115 Universitetska str., 9712 Shumen, Bulgaria

The task for a general and useful lassi ation of the heaviness of the tails of
probability distributions still has no satisfa tory solution. Due to la k of information
outside the range of the data the tails of the distribution should be des ribed via
many hara teristi s. Index of regular variation is a good hara teristi , but it puts
too many distributions with very dierent tail behavior in one and the same lass.
One an onsider for example Stable(α) and Hillhorror(α) with one and the same
xed parameter α > 0. When analyzing the heaviness of the tail of the observed
distribution we need some hara teristi whi h does not depend on the moments
be ause in the most important ases of the heavy-tailed distributions theoreti al
moments do not exist and the orresponding empiri al moments u tuate too mu h.
In this paper, we show that probabilities for dierent types of outliers an be very
appropriate hara teristi s of the heaviness of the tails of the observed distribution.
They do not depend on in reasing linear transformations and do not need the
existen e of the moments. The idea origins from Tukey's box plots, and allows us
to obtain one and the same hara teristi of the heaviness of the tail of the observed
distribution within the whole distributional type with respe t to all in reasing linear
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transformations. These hara teristi s answer the question: At what extent we an
observe unexpe ted values?
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Logarithm of Ratios of Two Order Statisti s and Regularly
Varying Tails
P. Jordanova
Fa ulty of Mathemati s and Informati s, Konstantin Preslavsky University of
Shumen, 115 Universitetska str., 9712 Shumen, Bulgaria

M. Stehlik
Institute of Statisti s, Universidad de Valparaiso, Valparaiso, Chile
and Dept of Applied Statisti s and Linz Institute of Te hnology, Johannes Kepler
University, 69 Altenbergerstrasse, 4040 Linz, Austria

Here we suppose that the observed random variable has umulative distribution
fun tion F with regularly varying tail, i.e. 1 − F ∈ RV−α , α > 0. Using the results
about exponential order statisti s we investigate logarithms of ratios of two order
statisti s of a sample of independent observations on Pareto distributed random
variable with parameter α. Short expli it formulae for its mean and varian e are
obtained. Then we transform this fun tion in su h a way that to obtain unbiased,
asymptoti ally e ient, and asymptoti ally normal estimator for α. Finally we
simulate Pareto, Fre het and Log-logisti samples and show that in any of these
three ases this estimator gives good results. We onsider also Hill-horror ases
be ause although this distribution has RV tail it turns out that our estimator is
not appropriate in that ase. The paper nishes with a simulation study whi h
depi ts the benets of the onsidered estimator over Hill, t-Hill, Pi kands and
De kers-Einmahl-de Haan estimators.
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Models of Me hani al Systems Preserving the Weyl TensorR
O. Lese hko
Odessa State A ademy of Civil Engineering and Ar hite ture, Ukraine

O. Latysh, A. Kamienieva
Odessa Maritime A ademy National University, Ukraine

The paper presents onditions su ient for preservation of Weyl tensor in the
ourse of mapping. The obtained results are applied for the study on the model
of dynami system with some outer for es. The equations are found for the ve tor
of outer for es of dynami system in the ase when prototype and image have the
orresponding Weyl tensors. These onditions are dierential equations in ovariant
derivatives from onne tion of spe ially onstru ted spa e of ane onne tivity.
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The Appli ation of Spe ial Hermite Finite Elements
Coupled with Collo ation to the 3D Poisson Equation
L. Gileva, E. Karepova, V. Shaidurov
Institute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

We propose an e ient method for a rea tion-diusion type equation. To
onstru t a dis rete problem, we use spe ial bi ubi Hermite nite elements in
ombination with the ollo ation te hnique. This enables one to redu e the dimension
of the system of linear algebrai equations. We show that the matrix of the redu ed
system oin ides with the matrix of a system of the nite element method for
elements with a smaller number of degrees of freedom. The only dieren e between
two systems is in the right-hand side. Now we an immediately al ulate the entries
of the redu ed matrix without elementary row operations with the original matrix.
This signi antly simplies the numeri al implementation. However, the order of
onvergen e of an approximate solution is retained, namely, we have fourth-order
onvergen e in the L2 -norm. In numeri al experiments the method is applied to
the three-dimensional Poisson equation. Numeri al results onrm the theoreti al
estimate.
A knowledgements. This resear h is supported by Proje t 17-01-00270-a of
Russian Foundation for Basi Resear h.
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Real-Time Predi ting the Thermal State of the Ele troni
Unit by Analyzing Trends in the Built-In Sensors Readings
E. Karepova, Yu. Shan'ko, V. Derevyanko, D. Nesterov
Institute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

We propose a method for ondition monitoring of an ele troni unit (EU) to
real-time predi tion of thermal state when operation mode hanges. The method is
based on the analyzing trends in the readings of the built-in temperature sensors.
Data for analysis obtained from a laboratory test ben h. The EU heat simulator
is a re tangular aluminum frame, on whi h printed ir uit board with high-power
transistors is installed to simulate the operation of real ele troni omponents. Heat
from the transistors is removed from the EU through the at bottom surfa e of
the frame. The test ben h is used to investigate thermal operating modes of the
EUs both in the atmosphere and in a va uum. The test ben h is a va uum hamber
with a heat removing base that maintains the temperature, and with a temperature
sensing system at ontrol points of the EUs and environment. We assume, there are
several operating modes of EU that orrespond to a ertain set of the dissipating
heat a tive transistors. Thus, there is a xed set of thermal operating modes, the
deviation from whi h an be interpreted as a malfun tion. Earlier it was shown
that for the stationary mode a lassier an be onstru ted to determine the EU
operation mode using temperature data. The present resear h proposes a method
for determining the EU operation mode and the nal temperatures expe ted to be
rea hed by analyzing trends in temperature data before rea hing a steady state.
The hange in temperature at a point on the EU surfa e is approximately des ribed
by a linear ombination of a small number of exponential fun tions. Moreover, the
exponent in the exponentials is independent of the point and hara terizes the EU.
On the ontrary, the oe ients in the linear ombination depend on a point. Thus,
the dynami s of the EU temperatures after hange operating mode is determined by
the exponents and by the oe ients of the linear ombination. These parameters
an be obtained with using several onse utive temperature measurements. The
onstant term in the expression predi ts the nal value of temperature at a given
point after stationary state will be rea hed. Then, using our lassier and the set
of the predi ted temperatures in every ontrol point, we may predi t this operating
mode or suspe t a malfun tion before rea hing thermal steady state.
A knowledgements. This resear h is supported by Proje t 18-47-242005 of
Russian Foundation for Basi Resear h.
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Theoreti al Model of Elasti Dis Lifting from a Water
Surfa e
T.I. Khabakhpasheva, A.A. Korobkin, P. Vega-Martinez, J. Rodriguez-Rodriguez
University of East Anglia, S hool of Mathemati s, University drive, Norwi h UK
NR47LY Norwi h, United Kingdom

A new model of the initial stage of lifting of a dis from a water surfa e was
developed. Experiments were performed in Fluid Me hani s Group, Universidad
Carlos III de Madrid to validate the linearized model of water exit by Korobkin
[1℄. In these experiments, an a ryli dis was pulled verti ally from a water surfa e
at a large a eleration. Two phenomena have been observed in the experiments,
whi h ould not be explained by the theory. First, the a eleration of the plate
does not monotoni ally in rease in time even if the external for e does. Se ond,
the wetted part of the plate does not start instantaneously to de rease with the
plate lifting. Instead, there is an initial interval of time during whi h the wetted
area of the plate does not shrink. It was assumed that both these phenomena
are aused by the elasti behaviour of the plate, even though these vibrations
were not visible in experiments. Guided by this assumption a new model of water
exit of an elasti body was developed. This model is based on a linearized model
of water exit and it des ribes unsteady axisymmetri ow generated by a lifted
elasti body oupled with its elasti deformations. The dis displa ement was
presented as superposition of a rigid body motion and a series of normal elasti
modes of a free-free ir ular dis supported at its enter. Some additional mass,
whi h orresponds to the experimental equipment, was in luded in the model. It
should be emphasized that this theoreti al model has no free parameters to adjust.
The elasti parameters of the dis , mass of the equipment and the for e evolution
measured in the experiments are used to determine the plate dee tion, a eleration
and hydrodynami pressure. The theoreti al results obtained with only one mode
agree very well with experimental data and explain both of those non-intuitive
phenomena, mentioned before. The theoreti al model was additionally validated
by the experiments with ir ular dis s of dierent rigidities [2℄.
Referen es

[1℄ A.A. Korobkin, A linearized model of water exit, Journal of Fluid Me hani s
737, 368386 (2013).
[2℄ P. Vega-Martinez, J. Rodriguez-Rodriguez, T.I. Khabakhpasheva, A.A. Korobkin,
Hydro-elasti ee ts during the fast lifting of a dis from a water surfa e, a epted
in Journal of Fluid Me hani s, (2019).
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Stability of the Pexiderized Trigonomertri Fun tional
Equation
Kim Gwang Hui
Dept of Mathemati s, Kangnam University, 16979 Yongin, Korea (Rep. of )

We investigate the superstability of the Pexiderized trigonomertri fun tional
equation.
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On Task of Thi k-Walled Aluminum Pipe under High
Temperature Deformation
D. Kitaeva, G. Kodzhaspirov
Peter the Great St. Petersburg Polyte hni

University, 29 Polite hni heskaya str.,

195251 St. Petersburg, Russia

The obje tive of the presented resear h is the mathemati al formulation and
analyti al solution of the task on thi k-walled pipe loading by the external pressure
and by the stret hing for e in the thermal range of dynami superplasti ity. Used
the denition of dynami superplasti ity emphasizes the hierar hy of states, whi h
o urs in the material from the sour e various-grained stru ture in a hanging
temperature and rate onditions. The utilization of the dynami superplasti ity
ee t is one of the most perspe tive te hnologi al te hniques of metal pro essing.
The purpose of su h pro esses is reation of the resour e-saving metal forming
pro esses to produ e metal billets and parts with predetermined grain stru ture
and me hani al properties. The mathemati al formulation of the problem in ludes
dierential equations of equilibrium; kinemati relations, establishing onne tion
between strain rates and displa ements; the ondition of in ompressibility in strain
rates; the dening ratios in the form of the equations of the theory of elasto-plasti
pro esses of small urvature; the state equation in the form of the dependen e of
stress intensity on strain rate intensity and whi h is a onsequen e of the dynami
model asso iated to isothermal pro ess. The state equation is suitable for the
des ription of regularities of high-temperature deformation in the wide strain raterate interval in luding the onditions of dynami superplasti ity ee t realization.
Joint onsideration of these equations leads to denition of one allowing fun tion
whi h nding allows to establish stress elds, strain rates and displa ements rates.
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Comparison of the obtained theoreti al and available experimental data was arried
out for the alloy AlMg5 . The problem is the basis for the possible development of
theories of te hnologi al pro esses su h as ompression and distribution of pipes,
drawing and autofreting in superplasti ity.
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Mathemati al Modeling of Bone Fra ture Repair
H. Kojouharov, I. Trejo, B. Chen
Dept of Mathemati s, The University of Texas at Arlington, TX, USA

Several new mathemati al models are presented that des ribe the pro ess of
bone fra ture repair. The models in orporate the omplex intera tions between
immune ells and bone ells at the fra ture site. The resulting systems of nonlinear
ordinary di?erential equations are studied analyti ally and numeri ally. Mathematial onditions for a su essful bone fra ture repair are formulated. The models are
used to numeri ally monitor the evolution of a broken bone for dierent types of
fra tures and to explore possible treatments that an a elerate the bone healing
pro ess
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Solitary Waves to Boussinesq Equation with Linear
Restoring For e
N. Kolkovska
Institute of Mathemati s and Informati s, BAS, Soa, Bulgaria

V. M. Vassilev
Institute of Me hani s, BAS, Soa, Bulgaria

The Boussinesq equation with linear restoring for e
Utt − Uttxx − Uxx + Uxxxx + mU = (αup )xx ,

(t, x) ∈ R+ × R, m > 0, p ≥ 2
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models the transverse dee tions of an elasti rod on an elasti foundation. In
this talk we investigate solitary waves to this equation. Depending on the velo ity
of the wave and the restoring for e oe ient m we obtain expli it expressions
for the asymptoti behavior of the solitary waves. To ompute the solitary waves
we apply the spe tral method proposed by Petviashvili. We test the a ura y of
the omputations on nested grids. We perform several simulations to analyze the
impa t of the restoring for e oe ient m and the parameters of nonlinearity on
the shape and the support of the solitary waves.
A knowledgements. This work is partially supported by the Bulgarian National S ien e Fund under Proje t H 22/2 from 2018.
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On the Stability of a Steady Conve tive Flow Due to
Nonlinear Heat Sour es in a Magneti Field
A. Kolyshkin and V. Koliskina
Riga Te hni al University, Dept of Engineering Mathemati s, 2 Daugavgrivas
str., Riga, Latvia

Consider a layer of a vis ous in ompressible uid bounded by two verti al
planes. There exists a steady ow in the verti al layer aused by internal heat
generation. The heat sour es are distributed within the uid in a ordan e with
the Arrhenius' law. A magneti eld of onstant strength is applied in the dire tion
perpendi ular to the planes. The ow is hara terized by four dimensionless parameters: the Grashof number, the Prandtl number, the Hartmann number and the
Frank-Kamenetsky parameter. This problem is important in appli ations su h
as biomass thermal onversion. The obje tive of the study is to determine the
fa tors that enhan e mixing and lead to more e ient energy onversion. The
problem is des ribed by a system of magnetohydrodynami equations under the
Boussinesq approximation. The nonlinear system of ordinary dierential equations
des ribing the steady ow is solved numeri ally. Linear stability of the steady
ow is investigated using the method of normal modes. The orresponding linear
stability problem is solved numeri ally by means of a ollo ation method. The
solution is found for dierent values of the parameters hara terizing the problem.
Two destabilizing fa tors are identied from the numeri al solution of the stability
problem: the in rease of both the Prandtl number and Frank-Kamenetsky parameter
destabilize the ow. On the other hand, the in rease of the Hartmann number
stabilizes the ow. It is also shown that marginal stability urves for high Prandtl
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numbers an have a usp or even losed loops where the steady ow is unstable
with respe t to two normal modes.
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Numeri al Methods for Mean Field Games with
Dis ontinuous Control Fun tion
V.V. Shaydurov
Institute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, 50/44 Akademgorodok,
Krasnoyarsk, 660036 Russia
and Tianjin University of Finan e and E onomi s, 25 Zhujiang Road, Hexi
Distri t, Tianjin, 300222 P. R. China

V.S. Kornienko
Institute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, 50/44 Akademgorodok
and Siberian Federal University, 76 A ademi ian Kirenskii Street, Krasnoyarsk,
660036 Russia

In this study, the numeri al methods are proposed for non ooperative MeanField Games with a ontinuum of players. These games frequently arise in the
e onomi theories, produ tion of exhaustible resour es, environmental poli y, and
other population models. Firstly, Mean Field approa h was proposed by P.-L.
Lions and J. M. Lasry and was inspired by ideas in statisti al physi s in whi h
the individual parti les-players are onsidered in terms of mean eld. Mean Field
statements lead to forward-ba kward stru ture of the equilibrium given by the
oupled system of two paraboli partial dierential equations: the Fokker-PlankKolmogorov equation and the Hamilton Ja obi-Bellman one. This study fo uses
on the dis rete approximation of these equations similar to the appli ation of the
MFG theory dire tly at dis rete level. A part of Mean Field Game problems is
based on statements in whi h the ontrol fun tions are not ontinuous (e.g. pri e
ompetition models, ongestion models). Here we present the numeri al algorithm
for solution of su h problems with the dieren e s hemes whi h are based on the
semi-Lagrangian approximations and improve properties of dis rete problems.
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Step-By-Step Nanostru tures Formation under Uniform
Laser Field
V.S. Kornienko
Siberian Federal University
and Dept of Computational Mathemati s, Institute of Computational Modeling of
Federal Resear h Center KSC SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

A.S. Tsipotan
Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

V.V. Slabko
3Laboratory of Coherent Opti s, Kirensky Institute of Physi s Federal Resear h
Center KSC SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

In re ent de ades, nanostru tures with unique properties, whi h may dier
from properties of a bulk sample, and dependent on both omposition and shape
have been studying a tively. Therefore, the problem of developing a universal
method of nanostru tures formation is a subje t of interest of many s ientists.
One of the least expensive approa h is based on the pro esses of nanoparti les
self-assembly. In this study, a dynami self-assembly model for a triple of parti les
under laser eld using Brownian dynami s is proposed. The possibility of forming a
three-parti le stru ture with a predetermined geometry is studied in variant of stepby-step formation: the rst one is formation from a preformed pair of parti les xed
in spa e; another one  from a preformed pair of parti les not xed in a spa e. The
geometry of resulting nanostru tures is shown to be determined by the polarization
dire tion of laser radiation and the laser wavelength. Under proper hoi e of these
parameters the formation of stru tures is shown to be highly e ient. It was shown
that maximum probability of stru tures formation an rea h 3646% per single laser
pulse of 10ns duration. The obtained results allows to make signi ant progress in
the study of the method of stru tures self-assembly in the eld of laser radiation,
whi h an be use as universal method to form stru tures with spe ied properties
that will nd appli ation as sensors, photodiode elements and solar ells.
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Impa t onto Floating I e
A.A. Korobkin, T.I. Khabakhpasheva
S hool of Mathemati s, University of East Anglia, Norwi h, United Kingdom

The unsteady two-dimensional problems of a rigid body impa t onto a oating
elasti plate are studied. Both the plate and the water are at rest before impa t.
The thi kness of the plate is onstant. The motion of a short plate is aused by
the impa t for e transmitted to the plate through an elasti layer with vis ous
damping on the top of the plate. Elasti ity of a short oating plate an be negle ted
in the leading order, see [1℄. The hydrodynami for e a ting on the short plate is
al ulated by using the se ond-order model of plate impa t in [2℄. The present
study is on erned with the de eleration experien ed by a rigid body during its
ollision with a oating obje t, see [3℄. The presen e of the elasti layer between the
impa ting bodies may lead to multiple boun ing of them, if the bodies are relatively
light, before their intera tion is settled and they ontinue to penetrate together into
the water. In the ase of long i e sheets, verti al impa t on i e generates shear and
ompression waves in the i e plate, whi h may result in fra ture of the plate. The
linear theory of elasti ity is used to nd the maximum stresses in the i e and their
lo ations. This study is motivated by ship slamming in i y waters, and by the ee t
of i e onditions on onventional free-fall lifeboats.
Referen es
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Matri es Diagonalization in Solution of Partial Dierential
Equation of the First Order
Yu. Bazylevy h, I. Kostiushko
Zaporizhzhya National University, 35 Ukrainian str., 21069095 Zaporizhzhya,
Ukraine

A new approa h to solving systems of linear partial dierential equations of
the rst order has been oered. We use the methods of simultaneous redu tion of
several matri es. Sometimes, this allows to get an analyti al solution or signi antly
simplify the problem. Systems of linear partial dierential equations of the rst
order are used in various appli ation areas. Autonomous equations are des ribed
with several onstant matrixes of oe ients. In this paper, we onsider the ase
when there are over two matri es. A ase of all matrixes being singular is onsidered
possible. Nondegenerate linear transformations of the system are the repla ement
of variables and the multipli ation of the system on the left by a nonsingular
matrix.Thus, the transformation of initial matrixes omes down to simultaneous
multipli ation of them by a matrix on the left and by another matrix on the right.
When one of the matrixes is nonsingular, the system is multiplied on the left by
the matrix whi h is inverse matrix to this matrix, and then we use the similarity
transform of the other matri es. We nd the transformation using the method of
the ommutative matrix. It onsists in nding in the set of all matri es ommuting
with these matri es su h a matrix T, whi h has at least two dierent eigenvalues.
The ve tors of the anoni al basis of the matrix T are the olumns of the desired
similarity transformation matrix. Su h a similarity transformation leads all the
original matri es to the same blo k-diagonal form with two (at least) blo ks on
the main diagonal. To nd the set of all matri es that ommute with original
matri es, you an de lare all the elements of the matrix as unknowns and make
up the orresponding system of linear homogeneous algebrai equations. There
are methods for nding a general solution to su h a system of equations. If the
dimension of the obtained general solution is greater than 1, then the splitting
of the original system of equations is possible, otherwise, it is not. If the system
an be split into independent equations, then it is easy to nd a general solution
of the initial system of equations. But even with a partial splitting, the task an
be onsiderably simplied. If all matrixes are singular or are ill- onditioned, then
instead of a set of matrixes that are ommutable with the given matrixes, pairs
of matrixes Ò1 and Ò2 should be found. Su h pairs are solutions to the system
of matrix equations T1 Bi = Bi T2 , i = 1, 2, ..., g . Here, Bi are initial matrixes, g
is a number of them. A left and right transformation matrix are matrixes whi h
olumns are ve tors of anoni al basis of matrixes Ò1 and Ò2 orrespondingly. As
a result, the initial system of equations is split to sub-systems with the help of
matrix methods. This simplies further solution pro ess.
→∞⋄∞←
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On a Polyhedral Method of Solving an Evasion Problem for
Linear Dynami al Systems
E.K. Kostousova
Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s, UB RAS, Ekaterinburg,
Russia

We deal with a linear oni t ontrol problem with two ontrols, where the
aim of the rst one is to steer the traje tory into a given target set at a given
terminal time, whereas the aim of the se ond ontrol (disturban e) is opposite.
Thus we have two subproblems, namely the approa h problem and the evasion
problem. There are known approa hes to solving both subproblems for dierential
systems based on onstru tion of solvability tubes (in other terms, maximal stable
bridges, Krasovskii's bridges, ba kward rea hable tubes) and there are known
tight inter onne tions between the solvability tubes and the Pontryagin alternated
integral, Hamilton-Ja obi-Bellman equations, and funnel equations. Sin e pra ti al
onstru tion of the traje tory tubes is usually a very ompli ated problem, various
numeri al methods have been developed. In parti ular, onstru tive omputative
s hemes for the approa h problem using an ellipsoidal te hnique were proposed by
A.B. Kurzhanski and then expanded to a polyhedral te hnique by the author. Their
main advantage is that su h te hniques allow to nd solutions by rather simple
means. Here we propose a polyhedral method for solving the evasion problem using
polyhedral (parallelelotope-valued) tubes. We assume that the terminal set is a
nondegenerate parallelepiped and both ontrols are subje ted to given parallelepipedvalued onstraints. Ordinary dierential ve tor and matrix equations, whi h des ribe
the mentioned tubes, are presented. Control strategies, whi h an be al ulated by
expli it formulas on the base of these tubes, are proposed. Note that these tubes
oin ide with external polyhedral estimates for solvability tubes in the approa h
problem. Also a similar polyhedral method for solving the evasion problem for
dis rete-time systems is onsidered.
A knowledgements. The resear h was partially supported by the Russian
Foundation for Basi Resear h (RFBR Proje t No. 18-01-00544a).
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Longitudinal Radiation For es and Trapping of Parti les in
Femtose ond Pulses
L. Kova hev
Institute of Ele troni s, BAS, 72 Tzarigradsko Chaussee, 1784 Soa, Bulgaria

As it was demonstrated in [1℄, it is possible to trap parti les by lasers, working
in CW regime. The analyti al expression of the radiation for e is obtained in dipole
approximation of the ponder-motor for e and is proportional to the transverse
gradient of square of the ele tri al eld. The question what kinds of radiation for es
exist for laser pulses is still open. In this work we will present analyti al expression
for longitudinal radiation for e of a laser pulse propagating in diele tri media
obtained in amplitude approximation. This for e is proportional to the se ond
derivative of pulse time envelope. In the femtose ond region this leads to trapping
of parti les in the pulse.
Referen es

[1℄ A. Ashkin, A eleration and Trapping of Parti les by Radiation Pressure, Phys.
Rev. Lett. 24, 156 (1970).
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E onometri Modeling and Analysis of Brewing Industry
Data
H. Kulina, S. Go heva-Ilieva, A. Ivanov
Paisii Hilendarski University of Plovdiv, Bulgaria

The study of dependen ies in multi-dimensional data from the brewing industry
is of great importan e for in reasing the produ tion and realization of the nal
output for ea h brand. Numerous fa tors inuen e market pro esses and, in parti ular, the ee tiveness of advertising a tivities. This work explores the intera tion
between the main fa tors  digital and non-digital advertising, atmospheri temperature, pri e of manufa tured produ ts, distribution and others on the sales value
growth. Monthly observations over four years have been used for a big brewery
brand in Bulgaria. Via the multivariate statisti al methods, e onometri models
have been onstru ted and applied that allow a des ription of the data studied and
prognosis of the dependent variable for various advertising strategies.
Study of Internal wave in stratied uid is important, for example, asso iated
with transport and mixing pro ess in the o ean. In parti ular stable solitary wave
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with large amplitude and long wavelength is studied intensively in order to larify
the dynami s of its generation and propagation. In theoreti al studies, some weakly
nonlinear equations whi h an be systemati ally derived from fundamental equations
have been proposed. These equations, in luding Korteweg-de Vries (KdV) equation,
have the solitary wave solution whi h intera t without deformation. But most
pioneer studies were limited to one-dimensional modeling. Con erning the twodimensional intera tion in whi h line solitons intera t with dierent angle of propagation dire tion, dierent kind of intera tion an be seen. Depending on the intera tion angle the new soliton is generated and steady propagates (soliton resonan e).
This phenomena was rstly dis ussed by Miles in 1970 for surfa e water wave and
has studied by many resear hers. Re ently mathemati al studies about integrable
Kadomtesev-Petviashvili equation, whi h is two-dimensional extension of KdV equation, advan ed its understanding. In this talk this resonant phenomena is numeri ally
studied by two-dimensional model equations whi h has one-dimensional line soliton
solution. It is laried that the nonlinear resonant phenomena an be seen not
only the integrable systems but also the non-integrable model equation.
→∞⋄∞←

Optimization of Fire Station Lo ations through Geneti
Algorithms
Lili Yang
Southern University of S ien e and Te hnology, Shenzhen, P.R. China

Determination of where to lo ate re stations and how many re stations
to have in a given area is perhaps the most important de ision fa ed by any re
authority in the UK. Fire station fa ility lo ation problems have multiple obje tives
and are omplex and NP-hard. Multiple obje tives often oni t with ea h other
and require multi-obje tive approa hes rather than a single obje tive approa h.
Our resear h aims to determine the optimal lo ation of re station fa ilities.
Various re risk ategories of the given area are onsidered in the lo ation optimization in order to establish a re station lo ation model whi h is understandable
and pra ti al to re servi e authorities. It has been proposed that fuzzy multiobje tive programming is ombined with geneti algorithms so as to the original
fuzzy multiple obje tives an be appropriately onverted to an unied `min-max'
goal, whi h makes it easy to apply a geneti algorithm for the problem solving.
The oordinates of N possible re station lo ations represent a hromosome in the
geneti algorithm and the onstraints about the optimal number of re stations are
automati ally satised in the geneti algorithm.
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Our proposed approa h has three distinguish features: (a) distinguishing the
areas with dierent risk ategories in the optimal lo ation problem is more reasonable
and understandable; (b) introdu ing the fuzzy nature of the re ommendations of
the Home O e in the UK on the speed of re engine atta k to a idents in
the optimal lo ation model has greatly improved the pre ision of the optimal
model and possesses a potential to redu e the amount of fa ilities; ( ) hoosing
a suitable hromosome format and embedding onstraints into the tness fun tion
of a geneti algorithm has dramati ally redu ed the omplexity of the optimal re
station lo ation problem.
The ase study was based on the data olle ted from the Derbyshire re
and res ue servi e and used to illustrate the appli ation of the method for the
optimization of re station lo ations. Our ase study illustrates that the model
established and the method proposed to deal with the onstraints are appli able in
re and res ue servi es.
→∞⋄∞←

Computational Study of Novel Natural Bioa tive Peptides
in Solution
E. Lilkova, N. Ilieva
Institute of Information and Communi ation Te hnologies, BAS, A ad. G.
Bon hev, bl. 25A, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

P. Petkov, T. Lazarova, L. Litov
Fa ulty of Physi s, St. Kliment Ohridski University of Soa, Bulgaria

Antimi robial peptides (AMPs) are essential omponents of innate immunity
in most multi ellular organisms. Even though ba teria have been exposed to AMPs
for millions of years during their o-evolution, they have yet to develop widespread resistan e to AMPs. This makes them promising alternatives to onventional
antibioti s.
Here we present our study on two peptides, isolated from the mu us of Cornu
aspersum snails. These peptides are se reted in the form of multipeptide mixtures,
that are ee tive against viruses, ba teria, fungi and an er ells. We show, that
the peptides tend to aggregate and form lusters both in mono omponent and
in mixed solutions. In the luster individual monomers begin to form se ondary
stru ture elements between dierent peptides. The number of hydrogen bonds
in reases with the number of monomers, parti ipating in the luster, thus stabilizing
the se ondary stru ture elements. These results suggest that the peptides rst
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form mixed lusters whi h are apable of binding ele trostati ally to the ba terial
membrane and transporting in it hydrophobi neutral peptides.
A knowledgements. This work was supported in part by the Bulgarian
Ministry of Edu ation and S ien e (Grant D01-217/30.11.2018) under the National
Resear h Programme Innovative Low-Toxi Bioa tive Systems for Pre ision Medi ine (BioA tiveMed) approved by DCM # 658/14.09.2018 and by the Bulgarian
S ien e Fund (Grant KP-06-OPR 03-10/2018). Computational resour es were provided by the HPC Cluster at the Fa ulty of Physi s, St. Kl. Ohridski University of
Soa.
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Performan e Analysis of Hybrid Parallel Solver for 3D
Stokes Equation on Intel Xeon Computer System
I. Lirkov
Institute for Information and Computational Te hnologies, BAS, A ad. G.
Bon hev, bl. 25A, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

In our previous work we have got studied the performan e of a parallel program,
based on a dire tion splitting approa h, to solve time dependent Stokes equation.
We used a re tangular uniform mesh, ombined with a entral dieren e s heme
for the se ond derivatives. Hen e, the program needed a solver of tridiagonal linear
systems. We were targeting massively parallel omputers, as well as lusters of
multi- ore nodes. We developed an implementation of the proposed algorithm
using hybrid parallelization based on the MPI and OpenMP standards. It was
motivated by the need to maximize the parallel e ien y of our implementation.
Essential enhan ements of the parallel ode were a hieved by introdu ing two levels
of parallelism: (i) between-node level supported by the MPI and (ii) inside-node
parallelism supported by the OpenMP.
This paper presents an experimental performan e study of the developed
parallel implementation on a super omputer using Intel Xeon pro essors as well as
Intel Xeon Phi opro essors. The experimental results show an essential improvement
when running experiments for a variety of problem sizes and number of ores/threads.
→∞⋄∞←
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Temerature Field Distribution in Spoke-Type Permanent
Magnet Syn hronous Ma hines
V.P. Lyashenko, E.B. Kobilskaya, O.P. Demyan henko, T.A. Nabok, A.V. Zaika
Kremen huk Mykhailo Ostrohradskyi National University, 3960 Kremen huk,
Ukraine

This paper presents a mathemati al model of temperature eld distribution
in spoke-type permanent magnet syn hronous ma hines. Re ently, these ma hines
are a tively used for hybrid ele tri vehi le tra tion drive appli ation due to their
unique merits.
Compared to other studies of thermal pro esses in a syn hronous ma hine, the
originality of this study is to build an integrated thermal model that takes into
a ount the nature of thermal onta t at the interfa e of the omponent parts of
the ma hine. The mathemati al model of the thermal pro ess, whi h is built in
the work, takes into a ount both the radial and axial ee t of heat transfer in an
ele tri ma hine. This model is presented in the form of a boundary value problem
with impedan e type onjugation onditions in a omplex area. The modeling of
the thermal pro esses of the windings and the air gap is very important for the
analysis of the thermal eld in an ele tri al ma hine. Therefore, it is important to
identify these parts in an ele tri ma hine to study its temperature eld. The entire
area of the syn hronous ma hines is divided into ve types of simple subdomains,
i.e. shaft, inner fan-shaped magnet, outer fan-shaped magnet, slot opening and
slot. Moreover, on the border of the inner fan-shaped magnet and the outer fanshaped magnet, the slot opening and the slot, we have an perfe t thermal onta t.
Perfe t thermal onta t supposes that on the borders of the subdomains there holds
an equality of the temperatures and heat uxes. The boundary onditions of the
fourth kind give essentially the rule of onjugation of the temperature elds of the
subdomains of the body, whi h is investigated and the external body, in whi h heat
is transferred by heat ondu tion. The problem of determining the temperature eld
in a multilayer ylindri al area with dierent thermal hara teristi s of the layers
is solved by the nite element method.
→∞⋄∞←
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Axial Conve tion of Two Immis ible Fluids in a Verti al
Tube
V. K. Andreev and E. P. Magdenko
Institute of Computational Modeling SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

The problem onsidered here is the two immis ible uids motion with a ylindri al interfa e. The rst time this problem was formulated by V. V. Pu hna hev
in 2012. Let the interfa e equation have the form r = R1 R2 where R2 is the tube
radius. The solution of the original Oberbe k-Boussinesq equations is sought in the
form uj = (0, 0, wj (r, t)), qj = −Aj (r, t)z + Tj (r, t), pj = −Bj (r, t)z + qj (r, t). Here
j = 1, 2 is subs ript that indi ated uid number. So the axial velo ities in system
arises under the ombined a tion of the thermo apillary for e and axial gradients
of temperature and pressure. After substituting the form of the solution to the
onve tion equations we obtain onjugate linear initial boundary value problem for
fun tions Aj (r, t), wj (r, t), Cj (t). Here Cj (t) is additional pressure gradients along
the axis z , whi h are inter onne ted by the ondition of normal stresses equality
at the interfa e. For omplete ertainty of the problem ne essary, the ow rate of
the rst uid or the total ow rate of the two uids takes into a ount. Thus, the
arising problem for these fun tions is the inverse.
The following results were obtained: 1. The stationary solutions for two types
of volume ow spe i ation are found; 2. In Lapla e images, the solutions to nonstationary problems are obtained in quadrature's, whi h ontains Bessel fun tions;
3. It is shown that if the temperature on the solid tube wall evenly tends to a
stationary value with in reasing time, then the solutions of the non-stationary
problem with in reasing time tend to a stationary mode. The onvergen e velo ities
are determined; 4. On base of the Lapla e transform the numeri al inversion the
al ulations results of the velo ity and temperatures evolution are given. It has
been established that due to the hange in the temperature gradient on the tube
wall, it is possible to ontrol onve tive movement in the layer and ylinder.
→∞⋄∞←
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Finite Element and Finite Dieren e Algorithms for
Cal ulations of Ele tron Energy Spe tra in the System of
Isolated Donor-Quantum Dot
E.A. Lev huk, L.F. Makarenko
Dept of Applied Mathemati s and Computer S ien e, Belarusian State University,
4 Independen e Ave., 220030 Minsk, Belarus

The stru tures based on system of isolated donors and quantum dots are
proposed as elements of various nanosized devi es: quantum omputers, quantum
sensing devi es, et . In order to model the whole devi e, one needs to develop
ee tive numeri al methods for al ulation states in elementary stru ture of donorquantum dot. In this work, numeri al modeling of ele troni states in the stru ture
isolated donor-ele tri ally onned quantum dot is arried out. The system is
des ribed with the problem for stationary S hr
odinger and Lapla e (Poisson) equations. Energy spe tra of donor ele tron and quantum dot are al ulated using the
nite dieren e and nite element methods. When developing numeri al methods,
the singularity at the donor lo ation should be taken into a ount using usp
ondition. Boundary onditions to al ulate onning ele tri elds on unbounded
domains are proposed. Criti al hara teristi s of ele tron shuttling between the
donor and the quantum dot are al ulated using proposed methods. The results of
the work an be used in designing new nanoele troni devi es.
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Drag Based Verti al Axis Wind Turbine Numeri al
E ien y Evaluation
I. Malael, I.O.Bu ur
National Resear h and Development Institute for Gas Turbines COMOTI, CFD
Department, Romania

D. Preda
SC Rolix Impex Series SRL, Romania

Climate hanges have led to a new approa h of the energy situation of Europe,
Asia and the Ameri as that fa e the ee ts of pollution. Thus, wind energy, onsidered lean energy - zero emissions of arbon and greenhouse gases, has be ome a
viable option for in reasing the life sustainability on Earth. The terrestrial surfa e
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irregular warmed by the sun, asso iated with the Earth's rotation motion leads to
the appearan e of large air mass movements, and be ause of that, the wind energy is
also an indire t form of solar energy. Wind turbines onvert the air urrents kineti
energy into either ele tri al or me hani al energy. By using the CFD methods, it is
possible to make quantiable views of the ows asso iated with physi al phenomena
for whi h experimental tests would be very expensive if not impossible. In this
paper a verti al axis wind turbine, Lenz type, axis was numeri ally analyzed. To
determine the wind turbine e ien y, CFD methods were used with the Ansys
Fluent software, analyzing two ases where the urrent velo ity of 12m/s and 14m/s
was varied. The unstru tured meshes with quad elements were performed in Ansys
meshing, taking into a ount the onstraints imposed by using the k-omega SST
turbulen e model. Thus, the value of Yplus on the wall was 1 and the growth
rate of two neighboring ells was 1.1. In terms of numeri al results obtained from
unsteady analyzes, using the URANS method, emphasis was pla ed on observing
the vortexes evolutions from a blade and their inuen e on the others with impa t
on the wind turbine e ien y. Thus, the variations of the torque oe ients and
variations of the vorti ity magnitude for dierent blade positions are presented. For
future work, the numeri al results will be validated using an experimental model
whi h will be tested in the aerodynami wind tunnel.
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Foreign Ex hange Rate Fore asting With Arti ial Neural
Networks
M. Markova
A. Kan hev University of Ruse, Bulgaria

Fore asting ex hange rates is an important nan ial problem that is re eiving
in reasing attention espe ially be ause of its di ulty and pra ti al appli ations.
Arti ial neural networks (ANNs) have been widely used as a promising alternative
approa h for a fore asting task be ause of several distinguished features. Neural
networks were originally developed in ognitive s ien e and later were used in
engineering for pattern re ognition and lassi ation. Neural networks are used
be ause they an model nonlinear behavior in nan ial markets, in ontrast to
traditional linear models whi h are more restri tive. Neural networks an approximate any nonlinear fun tion and are apable of dealing with noisy data. This study
investigates the use of Nonlinear Autoregressive with Exogenous Input (NARX)
neural network, in fore asting the ex hange rate of the Euro against the US dollar.
→∞⋄∞←
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Multifra tal Analysis of Plasma Irradiated Tungsten Alloy
Samples
M. Martsepp, K. Laas, T.Laas
S hool of Natural S ien es and Health, Tallinn University, Narva mnt 25, 10120
Tallinn, Estonia

If the world's energy demand grows at the same rate as in previous de ades,
sooner or later we fa e an energy risis. One solution is fusion energy. The main
problem with fusion energy is the hoi e of proper plasma fa ing material for the
fusion hamber and the most ee tive evaluation of the durability of this material.
The interior wall materials must withstand onstant heat and parti le ows that
ae t and damage the material. At present, tungsten is used as the internal wall
material in plasma fusion plants. To hara terize the behavior of plasma fa ing
materials under intense plasma ows, the materials are urrently analyzed using
SEM (s anning ele tron mi ros ope) images of the surfa es and ross-se tions,
estimating the role of dierent kinds of defe ts (e.g., droplets, ra ks, blisters,
et ). However, there is still no reliable method to ompare the abundan e and
the role of dierent defe ts on the surfa e of the irradiated materials. In this
resear h, we propose the multifra tal formalism for hara terizing the distribution
and properties of the defe ts. In this study, we investigate the surfa e multifra tality
of two tungsten alloys (95% W, 1.66% Fe, 3.33% Ni and 97% W, 1% Fe, 2% Ni)
and pure (double forged) tungsten spe imens, using the box ount method. The
test spe imens are irradiated with one and two series of deuterium plasma pulses,
prior to the analysis in a irradiation mode similar to fusion devi es. Then the SEM
images are taken to perform further analysis. The box ounting method allows
dening material defe ts from SEM pi tures and predi ting material behavior
during irradiation and multifra tal spe tra enable us to distinguish the samples
irradiated with dierent heat and parti le loads.
→∞⋄∞←
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On Solutions Forward and Inverse Problem Potential
Geophysi al Fields
P.S. Martyshko
Ural Federal University and Institute of Geophysi s of UrB RAS, Ekaterinburg,
Russia

I. V. Ladovskiy, D. D. Byzov
Institute of Geophysi s of UrB RAS, Ekaterinburg, Russia

A. G. Tsidaev
Ural Federal University and Institute of Geophysi s of UrB RAS, Ekaterinburg,
Russia

The potential geophysi al elds  gravitational, magneti , stationary thermal
 satisfy to the equation of Lapla e. Therefore the theory and methods of interpretation developed for one of this eld have the universal hara ter. This paper
presents the new methods to solve dire t and inverse problems of potential geophysi al elds. We reate the fast methods for solving forward problems and original
methods for inversion. The inverse problems are typi al ill-posed problems: its
solution in the general ase is not unique and unstably depends on the initial data.
Hen e it is ne essary to seek solutions on sets of orre tness, hoosing reasonable
models of an initial approximation. On the basis of the lo al orre tions idea, we
developed an iteration algorithm with adjusting regularization for stable solution
of the inverse gravity problem and suggested an original method of layered density
orre tion in a nonuniform parallelepiped. The method was realized in the omputer
system of data interpretation applied to real problems of seismi density modeling.
All stages of interpretation and pro essing of the data were integrated into one
programming produ t.
→∞⋄∞←
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On One Appli ability Criteria for Methods of Approximate
Control System Rea hable Set Constru tion
A. Matviy huk, A. Zimovets
Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s of UrB RAS, 620990
Ekaterinburg, Russia

In ontrol theory, one of the important problems is the problem of rea hable
sets onstru tion sin e these sets are used as supporting stru tures for solving a
number of ontrol problems. Within the framework of the presented resear h we
will onsider a ertain lass of ontrol systems whose dynami is des ribed by a
system of dierential equations. These ontrol systems, in the general ase, an be
des ribed by rather omplex dierential equations. Therefore, there is no universal
method for exa t rea hable set onstru tion. In this onne tion, many methods for
approximate onstru tion of rea hable sets have been developed. As a rule, su h
methods are based on the transition to dis rete representation of time and spa e.
Among these methods we should mention the grid method based on the attra tion
of points to the nodes of a stationary regular grid and the grid method based on
the exa t oordinates and ltering. The a ura y of these methods depends on
the values of the time step and grid ell size. The smaller the values, the more
a urately the rea hable set will be onstru ted. It is important to note that
the problem of approximate onstru tion of rea hable set is a resour e-intensive
and in order to obtain an a eptable a ura y it is highly ne essary to use a
powerful super omputer based parallel omputing te hnologies. Implementation
of these methods in the form of programs and further numeri al experiments with
the same parameters revealed for a number of systems a signi ant dieren e in
rea hable sets al ulated by dierent methods. In general, we do not have an exa t
rea hable set and therefore we annot determine whi h of the methods give a
reasonably a urate result. Moreover, some methods may produ e sets that are
too ina urate for a given time step and ell size. Su h sets annot be used for
further al ulations. That gives rise to the problem of developing an appli ability
riteria for the methods of approximate rea hable set onstru tion (for given values
of time step and grid ell size). This riteria should allow to assess indire tly the
quality of the rea hable sets al ulated by su h methods. Within the framework
of the study the authors proposed su h riteria. It is based on the pro edure for
onstru ting ontrols that lead the system to the points of approximately al ulated
rea hable sets with subsequent evaluation of pointing errors. This riteria examines
the exe ution of the main property of the rea hable set, namely, the possibility of
leading the system to the points of su h set.
A knowledgements. This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
of Basi Resear h (grant # 18-01-00221).
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An Algorithm for Estimating Rea hable Set of Control
System under Un ertainties
O. Matviy huk, A. Matviy huk
Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s of UrB RAS, 620990
Ekaterinburg, Russia

In this study, we onsider the problem of external ellipsoidal estimation of
rea hable set and tube of the traje tories of the ontrol system with un ertainties
in the system matrix and in the initial states. It is assumed that the unknown initial
states of the system belong to a given symmetri star-shaped set of a spe ial type.
The matrix of linear terms in the phase velo ities of the system is unknown. The
oe ients of the system matrix belong to the known ompa t in the orresponding
spa e, that is, the dynami of the system is ompli ated by the presen e of bilinear
omponents in the right-hand sides of the dierential equations of the system. In
this study, a new lass of un ertainties in the parameters of the system matrix
is onsidered. Under su h onstraints, the dynami al system is nonlinear, and the
rea hable set loses the property of onvexity. We deal with star-shaped rea hable
sets and use for its des ription the Minkowski gauge fun tions. Su h systems an
be found in many applied elds, su h as engineering problems in physi s and
e onomi s, biologi al and e ologi al modeling for the ases when sto hasti nature
of errors is in doubt. The main results of this study develop a te hnique of set-valued
estimation and onsist in nding algorithm that allows one to onstru t external
ellipsoidal estimates of the rea hable sets for onsidered system. Algorithm for
estimating rea hable set of bilinear ontrol system is illustrated by model examples.
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Appli ations of the Group Analysis Method to the One and
Two-Dimensional Gas Dynami s Equations in Lagrangian
Coordinates
S.V. Meleshko
S hool of Mathemati s, Institute of S ien e, Suranaree University of Te hnology,
Nakhon Rat hasima, 30000, Thailand

The presentation is devoted to a omprehensive analysis of the one- and twodimensional gas dynami s equations of a polytropi gas in Lagrangian oordinates.
The equations des ribing the ows of a polytropi gas are redu ed to Euler-Lagrange
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equations. Symmetries of the Euler-Lagrange equations are analyzed. Noether's
theorem is applied for onstru ting onservation laws.
The results were obtained in ollaboration with V.A. Dorodnitsyn, R. Kozlov
and E.I. Kaptsov.
This resear h was supported by Russian S ien e Foundation Grant No 18-11-00238 Hydrodynami s-type equations: symmetries, onservation laws, invariant dieren e s hemes.
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Automated Management System for the Temperature in a
Pyrolysis Station Used for End-of-Life Tires Treatment
Dz. Menseidov
Institute of Me hani s, BAS, A ad. G. Bont hev str., bl. 4, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

Pyrolysis is a pro ess that runs in an oxygen-free environment and at the same
time a thermo hemi al de omposition o urs. This pro ess an be used for sound
treatment of End-of-Life tires (EOLT)  one of the most dangerous wastes in the
world. Temperature of pyrolysis pro ess is a determining parameter for both the
ow rate of the pro ess and the resulting produ ts. This requires the onstru tion
of an automated heating pro ess management system that fa ilitates operation,
in reases safety and redu es the need for a permanent operator presen e on the
site. An automated management system for a pyrolysis station with three ameras
used for EOLT treatment is presented in this paper.
Keywords:

Automati
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Thermal and Ele tri al Chara terization of Nano omposites
with Carbon Parti les
Dz. Menseidov
Institute of Me hani s, BAS, A ad. G. Bont hev str., bl. 4, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

Polymers are widely used in industry and in our daily life be ause of their
diverse fun tionality, light weight, low ost and ex ellent hemi al stability. However,
they have not yet rea hed their full potential, improving ele tri al and thermal
ondu tivity of polymers would lead to their widespread use in ele troni s.
This arti le dis usses the ele tri al and thermal properties of PLA matrix
omposites and GNP and MWCNT llers.Composites with single and biller to
the per olation threshold will be examined. Finally, we outline the main advan es,
hallenges and outlooks for highly thermal and ele tri al ondu tive polymer nanoomposites.
Keywords:

Polymers

Thermal ondu tivity, Ele tri al ondu tivity, Nano omposites,
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A Dire t Simulation Monte Carlo Approa h on Riemann
Problems in Gas Dynami s
S. Meskos, S. Stefanov
Institute of Me hani s, BAS, A ad. G. Bont hev str., bl. 4, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

The Riemann type of problems have been extensively studied and solved in
the ontinuum regime using standard CFD methods. In this work, the Dire t
Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method is employed to solve one- and twodimensional Riemann problems at near- ontinuum ow regimes as well as at higher
Knudsen number ows where the ontinuum assumption is no longer valid.
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Pri e Fore asting and Risk Portfolio Optimization
V. Centeno, I.R. Georgiev, V. Mihova, V. Pavlov
A. Kan hev University of Ruse, Bulgaria

Sto ks are part of every ompany's apital. Trading with them ould be a omplished through sto k markets. There, if a businessman wants to in rease his ompany's
apital, he an oer its newly published shares to the investors, so they an trade
with them. Nowadays, the sto ks trading is very popular. That is why the problem
of fore asting asset pri es is of a great s ienti interest. In this work are represented
ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average) models for fore asting the
sto k pri es. For every model the expe ted return of the shares is al ulated and
the varian e of the rate of returns is analysed based on histori data. Quarterly data
on sto k pri es of the four biggest banks in the United States, that are lassied
by total assets, are examined for the period 01 April 2014 - 01 April 2019. These
banks are as follow: J. P. Morgan Chase & Co., Bank of Ameri a Corp., Citigroup
In . and Wells Fargo & Company. An optimization problem is formulated, that is
based on Harry Markowitz's model. The solution of this problem leads to nding
the optimal risk portfolio for one period ahead and gives an estimate value of the
expe ted return rate. Depending on the oe ient of risk aversion, a omparative
analysis of the stru ture of a omplete portfolio of risk and risk-free assets is made.
Similar approa h ould be used for future developments on this subje t as well as in
the pra ti e of nan ial managers of funds and investors. A Matlab programming
ode is developed, that gives the results for an optimal risk portfolio with n assets,
where the input data is: expe ted rate of returns, their standard deviation, and the
orresponding to them orrelation matrix.
Keywords: Investment strategies, Risk portfolio optimization, Pri e fore asting, ARIMA, Matlab
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Ma hine Learning Based EEG Classi ation by Diagnosis:
Approa h to EEG Morphologi al Feature Extra tion
A. V. M. Misiunas, T. Meskauskas
Institute of Computer S ien e, Fa ulty of Mathemati s and Informati s, Vilnius
University, Didlaukio 47, LT-08303 Vilnius, Lithuania

R. Samaitiene
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Santariskiu 7
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of Children's Diseases, Fa ulty of Medi ine, Vilnius University,
Santariskiu 4, LT-08406 Vilnius, Lithuania

A hypothesis that spike morphologi al features ontain information that an
be used for epilepsy type dete tion by ma hine learning methods is dis ussed.
Investigation of approa h to EEG (ele troen ephalogram) spike morphologi al feature denition in relation to ma hine learning based EEG lassi ation by diagnosis
is presented in this study. Two approa hes of dening EEG spike morphologi al
features are investigated: A) numeri ally evaluating EEG spike geometri features,
e.g., upslope, downslope; B) using 300ms of spike (without additional features
extra ted) for lassi ation. Lists of spikes are used for the lassi ation. Before
start of the algorithm some basi prepro essing steps are taken: ele tri utility
frequen y (50Hz) is removed. The EEG lassi ation by diagnosis algorithm onsists
of these main steps: 1) EEG spike dete tion by morphologi al lter; 2) EEG
lassi ation employing spike morphologi al features (employing dis ussed approahes) by diagnosis using ma hine learning based lassi ation algorithms. Various
lassi ation algorithms (e.g., arti ial neural network based lassier, AdaBoost,
de ision tree, random forest, extremely randomized tree, et .) and their quality
metri s are onsidered (e.g., a ura y, true positive rate, true negative rate, et .)
as well as results of k-fold ross-validation are investigated in this work. EEGs from
hildren (3-17 years old) are lassied in this work. The EEGs under lassi ation
are patients diagnosed with: I) benign hildhood epilepsy; II) stru tural fo al
epilepsy. Current results show that best performan e (80% ± 2%) is exhibited
by Extremely randomized tree based EEG lassier employing spike upslope and
downslope data.
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Unsteady Reversed Stagnation-Point Flow of vis oelasti
Maxwell uid over a Flat Plate
N.P. Moshkin
Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynami s, SB RAS, 15 A ad.Lavrentyev Ave., and
Novosibirsk State University, 1 Pirogov str., 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia

An unsteady in ompressible vis oelasti two-dimensional stagnation point ow
at a solid wall is studied. The simplest dierential vis oelasti uid model (i.e., the
upper- onve ted Maxwell model) is used. A front or rear stagnation point on a
plane boundary is onsidered, and a wide range of possible behavior is revealed
when the solution at innity is modulated in time by a spe ied fa tor. An interest
in the problem was prompted by Petrova, Pukhna hev and Frolovskaya [1,2℄ re ent
study of unsteady in ompressible vis ous ow near stagnation point. This problem
has been ta kled in the literature by many (see for example [1,2,3℄). The solutions
of governing equations are found in assumptions that omponents of extra stress
tensor are polynomials of spatial variable along solid wall. The velo ity proles
are obtained by numeri al integration of a nonlinear ordinary dierential equation.
The results of numeri al simulations demonstrate that solution strongly depend on
initial data. A ounterow zones in the initial data an disappear in nite time.
When ow is modulated in time by a periodi fa tor, the resulting solution an be
either the periodi or the blow-up.
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Evolution of Ultra-Short Dark Solitons in Single Mode
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The development of modern opti al ommuni ation systems is onne ted with
the need to use more e ient information transfer te hnologies and to optimize
existing ones to allow the evolution of laser pulses over long distan es with minimal
losses. A hara teristi phenomenon asso iated with the nonlinear properties of
opti al bers is the formation of solitary waves. The soliton regime of propagation
of laser pulses is well-known ee t in the eld of opti al ommuni ations and
it has been studied for de ades. There are dierent types of solitons regarding
to the dispersion and nonlinearity of the waveguides. In our investigations we
are interested of so alled dark solitons. They orrespond to the solutions of the
nonparaxial nonlinear amplitude equation (modied Nonlinear S hr
odinger equation) of light pulses, evolving in opti al bers with normal dispersion. Their intensity
prole is hara terized by a dip in a uniform ba kground. Studies have shown that
dark solitons are quite stable in the presen e of noises and they spread more slowly
in waveguides with losses ompared to other types of solitons. In addition, dark
solitons are less ae ted by the fa tors that have impa t on the bright solitons.
These properties give them an advantage in their potential appli ation in modern
ommuni ation systems. The main obje t of the present paper is the study of the
nonlinear propagation of ultra-short dark solitons in dispersive opti al bers in
the frames of the nonparaxial nonlinear amplitude equation. This type of equation
governs the evolution of narrow-band, as well as broad-band laser pulses with few
os illations under the envelope. We are looking for a solution of that equation,
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des ribing the evolution of broad-band laser pulses in nonlinear single mode opti al
bers with normal dispersion. It is found an exa t analyti al soliton solution.
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Geodesi Lines on the Cy li Heli al Surfa es
O. Nikitenko
Warsaw University of Life S ien es  SGGW, Poland

G. Kovalova
Odessa State A ademy of Civil Engineering and Ar hite ture, Ukraine

At present various urved heli al surfa es with generatrix in form of an ar
of a ir ular is widely used in te hnique. A vivid examples of su h heli al surfa es
an serve gears in Novikov gearing or heli oidal rotors in verti al wind turbines.
However, ra ks appear on the working surfa es in the pro ess of operation, the
development of whi h an lead to the destru tion of both the parts and the whole
stru ture. Dete tion and elimination of su h ra ks, whi h are known to pass along
geodesi s, is an important part of the design and manufa ture of details. Goal of
the work is determination of the geodesi lines on the y li heli al surfa e by
minimizing the urve. Several geodesi s were built on su h surfa es in a graphi
editor to onrm the results.
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A Mathemati al Model of the Human Thigh and Its
Conne tion with the Torso
G. Nikolova and D. Dant hev
Institute of Me hani s, BAS, A ad. G. Bon hev str. bl. 4, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

The estimation of body segment parameters is important for the kineti and
dynami analysis of human motion. For studying these an a urate modeling of the
individual segments of the body is required. One spe i problem in that respe t
that still la ks a satisfa tory solution is to model the thigh-torso onne tion. The
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point is that one normally models the torso and the thigh with relatively simple
geometri al bodies that do not tailor ontinuously into ea h other. One shall also
take into a ount the spe i geometri properties des ribing the onne tions of
both. Finally, the modeling shall be done in su h a way that the mass of the torso
as well as of the thigh is reprodu ed as losely as possible. The purpose of this
work is to improve the mathemati al modeling of the human thigh of the Bulgarian
males [1℄, taking into a ount that the segment is disse ted from the torso with a
plane passing through the anterior superior ilia spine at an angle of 370 to the
midsagittal plane [2℄. In our previous resear h, the thigh was modeled as a frustum
of a one. In the urrent study, the thigh is modeled with the geometri body being
a ombination of a frustum of the ir ular one on top of whi h is pla ed a part of
a ylinder ut with a plane making an angle of 530 with respe t to its base. This
se ond part extends from anthropometri points omphalion - iliospinale. Using
the mathemati al model suggested, after deriving the orresponding analyti al
expressions needed, we al ulate analyti ally and estimate numeri ally the massinertial hara teristi s of the human body segments: the volume, the mass, enter of
mass, and the prin ipal moments of inertia. We present a omparison between the
results obtained within this model with our previous results reported in [1℄, as well
as with other data for Cau asian reported in the literature. The results obtained
and the pro edure suggested in the urrent work allow one to laim that more
realisti modeling of the shape of the human thigh is proposed. The model an be
a tually used when one needs su h mass-inertial parameters in problems appearing
in rehabilitation, medi ine (orthopedi s and traumatology), sports, ergonomi s, et .
A knowledgements. The nan ial support by the Bulgarian National S ien e
Fund: Contra t DN-07/5 Study of anthropometri and mass-inertial hara teristi s
of the Bulgarian men and women via mathemati al models of the human body is
gratefully a knowledged.
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Fuzzy Re ognition of Proteins in Population Geneti s
Ele trophoresis Experiments
Yu. Olevska
1Dnipro Polyte hni

National Te hni al University, Ukraine

O. Olevskyi
Oles Hon har Dnipro National University, Ukraine

V. Olevskyi
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The e ien y of using the method of fuzzy analysis developed by us in pro essing the data of gel ele trophoresis of the tissues of earthworms is demonstrated.
The experiment studied the ee t of laser radiation on the hange in the genotype
of the worms' population. To onrm this ee t, it was ne essary to establish the
presen e or absen e of new proteins within the framework of eviden e-based biology,
depending on the intensity and time of laser exposure. The use of our te hnique
allows determining the presen e and reliability of this ee t.
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Appli ation of Two-Dimensional Pade Approximants for
Redu ing the Gibbs Phenomenon
V. Olevskyi, I. Shapka, T. Naumenko
Ukrainian State University of Chemi al Te hnology, Dnipro, Ukraine

Yu. Olevska
Dnipro Polyte hni

National Te hni al University, Ukraine

The Gibbs Phenomenon signi antly redu es the quality of images pro essing
when they presented as a sum of harmoni s, whi h is typi al for most popular
graphi standards. Distortion o urs on the border of a sharp hange in the ontrast
of the image and lead to the appearan e of false opti al shadows. This redu es the
quality of the analysis when pro essing the results of x-ray and sonar studies. We
suggest using the two-dimensional Pade approximants method we developed earlier
to redu e the Gibbs phenomenon for the harmoni two-dimensional Fourier series.
The s heme of appli ation of the method and its ee tiveness are analyzed.
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Two- and Three-Dimensional Numeri al Simulations of an
Evaporating Liquid Layer on a Heated Substrate
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It annot be expe ted that two-dimensional (2D) numeri al results give an
a urate representation of the three-dimensional (3D) physi s of sessile drop or
liquid layers evaporation when surfa e-tension-indu ed (Marangoni) ow is not
symmetri . Also, a 2D model only onsiders the omponents of interfa e urvature
lying in the omputational plane, whereas the out-of-plane omponents are negle ted.
This means that surfa e-tension-driven hydrodynami instabilities an usually not
be aptured in a realisti way. Developing a high resolution numeri al method
for the simulation of two-phase heat and mass transfer is a viable way of getting
deeper insights into su h phenomena, and as onsequen e to better understand
them. A reliable and exible numeri al method is developed in the present paper
in order to a hieve this goal. The method is applied to the simulation of sessile
drops and liquid layers evaporation phenomena.Within this framework, a numeri al
model is developed using the PHOENICS Computational Fluid Dynami s software,
whi h permits a high exibility and sustainability of the model. The Finite Volume
dis retization method is used to solve the governing equations of the problem. The
method is developed in two- and three-dimension. A mass- onservative Volumeof-Fluid (VOF) interfa e tra king method is adopted to apture the position of
the two-phase interfa e and its inuen e on the uids ow. For the latter two
a urate VOF methods have been developed the CICSAM and the THINC-WLIC
methods.Marangoni, apillary for es, stati onta t angles and evaporation are
also developed and in luded in the model. The developed model is applied to the
evaporation of well-dened liquid layers where experimental data are available. We
investigate the oupled physi al me hanism during the evaporation of a ir ular
pool ontaining FC-72 heated from below. The model a ounts for mass transport
in surrounding air, Marangoni and gravitational onve tion inside the liquid and
heat ondu tion in the substrate as well as xed and/or moving interfa e. We show
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that under some spe i
to 3D patterns.

ir umstan es transition an o ur from 2D axisymmetri
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Some Analyti al Solutions for Magneti Flux Distribution in
Long Josephson Jun tion with Se ond Harmoni in the
Current Phase Relation
H.D. Dimov
Fa ulty of Physi s, St. Kliment Ohridski University of Soa, 5 J. Bour hier
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In the urrent work long Josephson jun tions are being onsidered. Magneti
ux distribution is the physi al measure for phase dieren e of the wave fun tions
in the super ondu ting layers of the jun tion. The urrent phase relation, in most
ases, an be regarded as an odd stri t 2π -periodi fun tion, and hen e it an be
presented in order of Fourier by sinus. It is well-known from the physi al experiment
that with a su ient degree of pre ision, a number of physi al systems are reliably
des ribed with the ontribution of only the rst two harmoni s. The adequate
mathemati al model for the distribution of the magneti ux is then the double
sine-Gordon equation, with Neumann's boundary onditions at the ends of the
jun tion. Even in the stationary ase, the boundary problem is highly nonlinear
and the only tool for its omprehensive study is numeri al methods. The aim of
the present work is to show that in the ase of zero external urrent, the stationary
equation turns out to be a fully integrable model, derived from a variation prin iple
with a osine. In our work analyti al solutions for the magneti ux distributions
des ribed in the terms of Ja obi's ellipti al sinuses are derived. Analyti al studies
in this ase serve to further numeri ally study of this multiparametri nonlinear
boundary task problem, whi h is so important in the applied nanophysi s.
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Identi ation of the Elasti Modules of a Fibrous Composite
by Solving Inverse Problems
V. Sadovskii, I. Petrakov, V. Martynov
Institute of Computational Modeling of SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

Generalized rheologi al method is used to onstru t onstitutive equations
of ber omposite materials with the bers having high tensile stiness and low
stiness upon ompression. Polymer-based omposite reinfor ed by thin arbon
bers used in the aerospa e industry was hosen as the material for resear h. The
method for determining the ee tive moduli of elasti ity based on the analysis of the
bending state of a thin rod was implemented to he k the material's moduli. Photos
of the bent rod with antilever bending were pro essed to obtain a at proje tion
then digitized using omputer programs. The dee tion data along the rod length
was used further in solving the inverse problem of determining exural stiness (it
was onsidered onstant) using the least squares method. Using Matlab fun tions,
the problem of minimizing the standard deviation of the al ulated dee tion from
the digitized one was solved on a dis rete system of points along the axis of the rod.
The dee tion was omputed by the dieren e method based on the spe ify Euler
elasti equation whi h takes into a ount the exural stiness, deformation along
the rob, Timoshenko ee t (the ee t of shear deformation) and Cosserat ee t
(the ee t of independent turns of the reinfor ing bers relative to the matrix).
The Young modulus upon tension was measured experimentally using standard
te hniques. The Young's modulus upon ompression was al ulated using the value
of exural stiness orresponding to the best approximation of al ulated dee tion
to the digitized dee tion. As a result, it was shown that the ratio of moduli for
the material under study is in the range of 50-60% and if the al ulation of exural
stiness is made with Young's modulus under tension, it is possible to obtain a
relative error in the dee tion up to 30% with the in reased thi kness of the rod.
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Geometry of Riemannian Spa es of the 2nd Approximation
S. Pokas, A. Krutoholova
Odessa I.I. Me hnikov National University, Ukraine

For the Riemannian spa e, the invariantly asso iated spa e is onstru ted,
whi h implements a se ond order approximation for the primary Riemannian spa e.
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We studied Lie groups of innitesimal motions and onformal transformations
in the asso iated spa e, when the initial spa e is a spa e of nonzero onstant
urvature.
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Numeri al Simulation of Nonlinear Development of
Perturbations in a Thin Layer of a Vis ous Liquid
L. Prokudina
South Ural State University (National Resear h University), Chelyabinsk, Russia

Thin layers of vis ous liquid (liquid lms) moving on a solid surfa e under
the a tion of gravity for moderate Reynolds numbers at heat and mass transfer
(evaporation, ondensation) are investigated. The relevan e and pra ti al importan e of studying the ows of thin layers of vis ous liquid is asso iated with their
wide implementation in numerous heat and mass transfer apparatus of heat power,
hemi al, metallurgi al, food, pharma euti al industry (lm re tiers, olumns with
a at-parallel nozzle, absorbers), et . The ombination of a small lm thi kness
and a large onta t surfa e an signi antly intensify hemi al, thermal, diusion
pro esses. A nonlinear partial dierential equation for the deviation of the free
surfa e of the liquid lm from the undisturbed state in the pro esses of heat
and mass transfer is presented where x is the spatial oordinate, t  the time.
The oe ients of the equation in lude the parameters: surfa e tension, surfa e
vis osity, Marangoni parameter, onstant shear stress. Within the framework of
this model, omputational experiments were arried out to al ulate the wave
hara teristi s of the liquid lm: frequen y, in rement, phase velo ity in the pro esses
of evaporation and ondensation, as well as omputer simulation of the free surfa e
of the verti al water lm.
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Numeri al Modeling of the Mass of the Flowing Liquid at
Transverse Os illations of the Straight Tube
L. Prokudina, D. Yaparov
South Ural State University (National Resear h University), Chelyabinsk, Russia

In this resear h, a problem of determining spatial vibrations of straight tube
is onsidered. The tube is rigidly xed at both ends. The vibrations appear under
the impa t of uid ow on the tube sides and the additional sho k pulse. The
mathemati al model in ludes the fourth-order PDE with oe ients depended on
the liquid parameters. The numeri al method for determining hara teristi s of
spatial vibration is proposed. The method is based on using of nite-dieren e
equations and a regularization te hnique. The omputational s heme involves the
al ulating amplitudes and the phase dieren e of vibration at the tube points by
the Fourier transforms. In order to evaluate the reliability of method the omputational experiment was arry out. The omputational results show the suusion
a ura y of method.
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Singularities in Vis ous Flows
V.V. Pukhna hev, E.N. Zhuravleva
Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynami s, SB RAS and Novosibirsk State
University, Russia

Origination of singularities in vis ous in ompressible uid ows is studied
on the basis of exa t and asymptoti solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations.
Examples of stationary solutions of these equations with point or distributed singularities are presented. The asymptoti hara ter of singularities, su h a sour e, drain,
point vortex, or a ombination of these singularities is elu idated. Examples of
unsteady motions, whi h demonstrate the hange in the ow domain topology
with time or hange in the stru ture of streamlines, are onsidered. Problem of
deformation of a strip or layer bounded by two free boundaries or a solid wall and
a parallel free surfa e are studied in detail. Conditions of blow up of the solutions of
the orresponding initial-boundary value problems within a nite time are found.
A knowledgements. This work is supported by Russian Foundation for the
Basi Resear h (grant No. 19-01-00096).
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Stokes Problem for Se ond-Order Liquid
T.P. Pukhna heva
Novosibirsk State University, Russia

Let the liquid ll the spa e outside the ylinder, whi h makes longitudinal
harmoni os illations. The resulting problem for se ond-order uid has a periodi
time de ision. The eld of velo ities and pressures is found in a wide range of
governing parameters  the Reynolds number and relaxation parameter [1,2℄. Unlike
the se ond Stokes problem for an ordinary vis ous uid [3℄, where the pressure is
onstant, in a se ond-order uid it os illates at twi e the frequen y. This ee t
an be used to identify a model whi h is used in des ribing the motion of aqueous
solutions of polymers [4,5℄.
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Spline Approximation with High A ura y
A. Rababah
Dept of Mathemati al S ien es, United Arab Emirates University, Abu Dhabi,
United Arab Emirates

In this arti le, we dis uss the issue of the best uniform approximation with
high a ura y. The best uniform approximation of degree 5 is onsidered to spe ial
urves and is given in expli it form. The approximation is onstru ted so that the
error fun tion is the moni Chebyshev polynomial and the error fun tion has the
highest number of equios illation times.
→∞⋄∞←

Risk Estimation in Case of Limited the Insuran e Liability
E. Raeva
A. Kan hev University of Ruse, Bulgaria

There are a number of models, used for estimating the insuran e risk. In
pra ti e are divided two dire tions of analysis alled Classi al risk theory and
Modern risk theory. The modern risk theory in ludes additional onditions, typi al
for the insuran e ompany business like taxes, dierent internal osts and many
others. Unfortunately these pe uliarities are usually not available for the outside
world. That's why, it is very di ult to do analysis with su h details. On the other
hand, the lassi al risk theory is fo used on the analyti al models of sto hasti
pro esses whi h open a wide eld for mathemati al appli ation.
As a fundamental part of insuran e risk theory, the model of Cramer-Lundberg
is based on the balan e between laims osts of the insurer and the premium
payments from the side of the insured person. The model also in lude information
about the retention and the initial apital ne essary to meet the expe ted laims
osts. The expe ted laims pro ess is a ompound sto hasti pro ess, whi h is
usually modeled by a ontinuous distributions. Often used approa h for redu ing
the insuran e risk is by using fran hise value or just de laring a limit value for
the insurer's liability. In luding su h restri tion in the models the laims ost
distribution is ontinuous no more. This involves onsidering of appropriate approximations for the mixed dis rete- ontinuous distributions of the laims ost. Also all
estimations about the level of risk like the retention and the ne essary free reserves
are ae ted by the hoi e of approximate distribution.
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In the urrent work is onsidered the inuen e of dierent transformations
over the random variables, whi h des ribe the laims ost in the risk model. For
a hieving the estimations of the retention and the free reserves we use the lassi al
risk model of Cramer-Lundberg for a xed period of time for one year. The experiment we provide is based on empiri al distribution, whi h we use for simulating
transformed random variables using Fourier approximation for the mixed dis reteontinuous probability distributions. Finally, there is a omparison between the
results for the estimated free reserves without limited insuran e liability and after
in luding the liability limitation. The onsidered approa h uses easy methods for
implementation and ould nd useful appli ation in insuran e pra ti e.
A knowledgements. This paper ontains results of the work on proje t No
2019-FNSE-05, nan ed by S ienti Resear h Fund of Ruse University.
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Computation of Risk in Pri ing of Investment Proje ts
I. Raeva
A. Kan hev University of Ruse, Bulgaria

The notion of risk in the e onomy and nan e refers to the deviation in one
or more returns of one or more future events from their expe ted value. The
value of these results may be positive or negative. Positive risk is seen as an
opportunity, and the general use of the word risk only fo uses on the potential
damage (loss of positive out omes) that may arise from a future event that results
either from in urring osts (downside risk) or disability to make a prot (upside
risk). The negative onsequen es of risk determine the need for risk study and
management. The report presents the most ommonly used one-step de isionmaking riteria in the ontext of risk un ertainty: Lapla e's Criterion  a widely
used riterion in de ision-making tasks in un ertainty based on the prin iple of
insu ient justi ation; Gurvish's Criterion  a Lapla e Criterion analogue, but
implements the estimation of the mathemati al expe tation of loss in a dierent
way; minmax / maxmim riterion  the realization of this riterion assumes hoosing
the best and worst opportunity; Seaview's riterion  a less pessimisti riterion
from the previous one.
The s enario analysis approa h is used, in whi h the nan ial analyst requires
the te hni al proje t manager to sele t indi ators in ase of poor ir umstan es
(low sales volume, low pri es, high ost, et .) and good ir umstan es. Based on
the latter, net NPV (Net Present Value) is al ulated and ompared, i.e., the future
value of net in ome and the present value. A fundamental prin iple of assessing the
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ost-ee tiveness of an investment proje t orresponds to the e onomi behavior of
a person taking de ision about the appropriateness or loss of ertain investments.
They are expressed by the indi ator of net in ome. When al ulating the net
in ome, the results and losses are always ompared. Examples of dierent s enarios
and sele tion riteria for risk estimation for parti ular proje ts are onsidered. The
advantages and disadvantages of the dierent options are dis ussed.
Keywords: Risk, downside risk, upside risk, risk assessment, risk premium,
dis ount, s enario analysis
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Users Tra on the Two-Sided Internet Platforms.
Qualitative Study
V. Rayskin
Bentley University, Dept of Mathemati s, 02425 Waltham, MA, USA

The volume of users on Internet platforms, their hara teristi s, dynami s
and equilibrium have mainly been studied with game-theoreti approa h and with
statisti s. However, growing number of Internet platforms with large amount of
data allows to onstru t dierential equations models with the help of statisti al
te hniques, and then to apply the dynami al systems theory for the qualitative
study of the phase portraits and for understanding the underlying laws that govern
the dynami s. The re onstru ted model of the two-sided Internet platform's tra
estimates the volume of users from ea h side of the platform. The model is based
on the negative same-side and positive ross-side network ee ts. The ross-side
network ee t is represented by a real-valued atta hment fun tion expressing interest
of one type of users in the opposite type of users. I will dis uss theorems des ribing
the long-term behavior, tenden y and equilibrium of the users' volume on the
platform. These results were obtained with the help of lassi al theory of dynami al
systems. I will present simulations of some examples and show how atta hment
fun tions inuen e users' dynami s. The dynami al system's approa h to the study
of two-sided platform allows natural generalization to multi-sided platforms (MSP),
where one an utilize well developed theory of multidimensional dynami al systems
and obtain results for MSP with high number of dimensions. The dynami al systems
approa h allows to see the ee ts of externalities on the traje tories of the volume
of users
→∞⋄∞←
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The Wake Vortex Dynami s above the Underlying Surfa e
of Dierent Types
A.V. Rodygin, A.N. Koro hkov
JSC International Aeronavigation Systems Con ern, Mos ow, Russia

N.A. Baranov
Dorodni yn Computing Centre, FRC CSC RAS, Mos ow, Russia

The study of the evolution of the vortex wake behind an air raft near the
surfa e is an important problem for ight safety. Of parti ular interest is the
behavior of the vortex wake, when the air raft is ying at altitudes less than wing
span. In this ase, the vortex wake intera tion with the boundary layer is essential.
There are a onsiderable number of airports where the air raft ies over the water
surfa e when landing. The behavior of the vortex wake under these onditions has
been poorly understood. In this paper, using numeri al modeling, a omparative
analysis of the vortex wake dynami s above the soil and water surfa e is arried out.
The modeling method is based on the dire t numeri al solution of the equations for
the turbulent motion of a vis ous uid. A numeri al method with a se ond-order
a ura y dieren e s heme is used. The results of the al ulation of the wake vortex
of the wide-body air raft A-380 are presented. The ases of the ight of the air raft
in the ight and landing ongurations at dierent heights above the solid and free
surfa e are onsidered. The dieren es in the me hanisms of the vis ous intera tion
of a vortex wake with a boundary layer on surfa es of dierent types are shown.
→∞⋄∞←
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Ellipsoidal Vorti es in Compressible Rotating Fluid
O. Rozanova and M. Turzynsky
Mos ow State University, Russia

We study vorti es in 2D polytropi uniformly rotating ompressible uid within
the lass of motions with uniform deformation. In the Eulerian oordinates, it
implies that the velo ity is a linear fun tion of oordinates and the level lines of the
pressure are ellipses. It is shown that this lass of solutions is ompletely dened
by a system of quadrati ally nonlinear ODEs of a higher order. Under ertain
assumption this system is integrable. In parti ular, it happens for the adiabati
index equal to 2. Formally this ase orresponds to the ase of shallow water on
a rotating plane. The equilibria of this system form two families. One of them
is one-parametri , it orresponds to a vortex, and the parameter is the intensity
of vortex. We show that the nonlinear stability of these steady vorti es for the
physi ally meaningful adiabati indi es depends only on the ratio between the
parameter of intensity of the vortex and the Coriolis parameter. It is shown that if
the rotation of the oordinate frame presents, the domain of stability exists both for
anti y loni  and  y loni  ases, nevertheless it shrinks if the Coriolis parameter
tends to zero. Another family is two-parametri , it orresponds to a shear, and
the equilibria are always unstable. Both families of equilibria are prototypi for
elementary atmospheri stru tures like y lone/anti y lon and trough/ridge.
→∞⋄∞←

Modeling Perspe tives of Forest Growth and Yield:
Framework of Multivariate Diusion Pro ess
P. Rupsys
Aleksandras Stulginskis University, LT-53361, Kaunas distr., Lithuania

Today's approa hes to modeling of forest trees and stands are in most ases
based on that the models are divided into stati regression models des ribing
individual trees and stands variables. This study proposes a general sto hasti
dynami al model of a forest stand with the obje t to in lude random for es governing
the dynami of multivariate distribution of tree (stand) size variables. The dynami
of the multivariate probability density fun tion of tree size omponents (diameter,
height, rown base height, rown width and so on) in a stand is des ribed by a mixed
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ee t parameters Vasi ek-type multivariate sto hasti dierential equation (SDE).
The advantages of SDE method are that it do not need to hoose many dierent
equations to be tried, it relates the tree size omponents dynami against the age
dimension (time), and onsider the underlying ovarian e stru ture driving hanges
in the tree (stand) size variables. SDE model allows us a better understanding of
biologi al pro esses driving the dynami s of natural phenomena. The new derived
multivariate probability density fun tion and its marginal univariate, bivariate
and trivariate distributions, and onditional univariate, bivariate and trivariate
distributions an be applied for the modeling of stand attributes su h as the mean
diameter, height, rown base height, rown width, volume, basal area, slenderness
ratio, their in rements and mu h more. This study introdu es general multivariate
mutual information measures based on the dierential entropy to apture multivariate intera tions between state variables. The purpose of the present study is
therefore to experimentally onrm the ee tiveness of using multivariate mutual
information measures to re onstru t multivariate intera tions in state variables. In
this regard, the SDE model was tted using measurements obtained from permanent
experimental pine-dominated stands.
Keywords: Multivariate Vasi ek-type sto hasti dierential equation; marginal distributions; onditional distributions; entropy
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Super omputing Analysis of Seismi E ien y of the
Ele tromagneti Pulse Sour e Yenisei
V.M. Sadovskii, O.V. Sadovskaya
Institute of Computational Modeling SB RAS, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

Computational te hnology for multipro essor omputing systems of luster
ar hite ture is developed for numeri al modeling of wave elds generated by the
ele tromagneti pulse sour e Yenisei in blo ky-layered geomedia. To des ribe the
wave pro esses, mathemati al models of the dynami s of elasti , vis oelasti and
elasti -plasti media, of porous and granular materials are applied. The algorithms
of numeri al realization are onstru ted based on the method of two- y li splitting
with respe t to spatial variables. Computational experiments showed that the
proposed te hnology allows reprodu ing the system of waves near the region of
ex itation of seismi os illations in 3D setting with a high degree of details and
a ura y. The main goal of our resear h is to optimize the geometri and me hani al
hara teristi s of the sour e based on mathemati al modeling of the propagation
of waves generated by the sour e in layered soil massifs of omplex rheology. We
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applied this te hnology to the analysis of frequen ies and amplitudes of waves
generated in the near-surfa e soils, and showed that the sour e Yenisei possesses
the required seismi parameters. Given ontribution presents the results of omputation of seismi e ien y of the ele tromagneti pulse sour e as the ratio of the
energy passing through the ree ting surfa e in the depth of layered massif to
the energy of pulse ee t on the surfa e. The applied method is based on the
analysis of the Umov-Poynting ve tor eld obtained by means of high-performan e
omputations. The results show that, by the riterion of useful seismi energy, pulse
sour es are not inferior to sour es of vibratory type.
A knowledgements. The reported study was funded by RFBR, Government
of Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk Regional Fund of S ien e to the resear h
proje t No. 18-41-242001.
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Analysis of Stru tural Changes of Seismi Wave Fields in
Cra ked and Fluid-Saturated Media
G. Shimanskaya, M. Khairetdinov, V.Kovalevskiy
Institute of Computational Mathemati s and Mathemati al Geophysi s SB of
RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia

The paper is based on the multidis iplinary approa h within the problem of
a tive seismi monitoring the pro esses of ra k formation and dilatan y developing
in seismologi al zones. An additional approa h to the dynami hara teristi s of
the wave eld is proposed for the previously proposed approa h to tra king su h
pro esses by hanging the anisotropy oe ients of the medium and the propagation
rates of longitudinal and transverse waves. They are asso iated with the allowan e
for variations in waveforms and the nonlinear transformation of wave elds due
developing geodynami pro esses in fo al zones. This approa h is substantiated by
the results of experimental studies on the vibration sensing of mud vol anoes of the
Taman mud-vol ani provin e and a te toni fault in the Novosibirsk region. The
ee tiveness of these wave eld parameters to solve the problem of a tive seismi
monitoring is shown. At the same time, the problem of estimation the dynami s of
the development of geodynami pro esses in the fo al zone is the multiparameter
problem.
→∞⋄∞←
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Higher Regularity of Solutions of Singular Paraboli
Equations with Nonstandard Growth
S. Shmarev
Depto. Matemati as, Universidad de Oviedo,

/Calvo Sotelo, s/n, 33007 Oviedo,

Espana

We present new results on the global regularity properties of solutions to
paraboli equations whi h involve p(x) and p(x, t) Lapla e operators. The solutions
of su h equations are usually understood in a weak sense. In parti ular, the time
derivative is a distribution whi h does not belong to any Lebesgue spa e. We nd
onditions on the data that guarantee the existen e of strong solutions. For these
solutions, the se ond derivatives in spa e and the rst derivative in time belong to
Lebesgue spa es with variable exponents prompted by the equation. Moreover, it
is shown that under ertain onditions on the data the solutions of the paraboli
problem are ontinuous with respe t to time in the sense of Holder and Lips hitz.
→∞⋄∞←

Numeri al Modeling of the Dynami Pro esses in Liquid
Crystals under the A tion of Thermome hani al and
Ele trostati Perturbations
V. Sadovskii, O. Sadovskaya, I. Smolekho
Institute of Computational Modeling SB RAS, 660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

Liquid rystal is an intermediate state of matter, whi h appears at the same
time the properties of elasti ity and uidity. The mobility of mole ules allows their
orientation to be hanged by external for es and, thus, to ontrol their properties.
Mathemati al model for des ription of the dynami pro esses in liquid rystals
under weak me hani al, temperature and ele tri perturbations was proposed in
our works earlier. Given ontribution presents the algorithm and parallel program
system for numeri al implementation of this model in 2D ase. Basi system of
equations of the model is solved using the method of two- y li splitting by spatial
variables. At the stages of this method, 1D subsystems of the a ousti s equations for
liquid rystals and related equations of thermal ondu tivity in spatial dire tions
are solved with the help of Godunov's gap de ay method, Ivanov's method with
ontrolled energy dissipation and CrankNi olson's s heme. The right-hand sides
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of equations in the a ousti approximation of a liquid rystal arise under the a tion
of ele tri eld, for nding of whi h we use the method of straight lines. Numeri al
algorithm is implemented using the CUDA te hnology for omputer systems with
graphi s a elerators. Main stages of the algorithm are exe uted sequentially, the
parallelization of omputations is performed inside ea h of the stages. Parallel
program ontains modules realizing the Godunov, Ivanov and CrankNi olson
s hemes at the stages of splitting method, and also the method of straight lines
with the use of a three-point sweep, the Fourier transform and the SLAE solution
method by means of the LU -de omposition, the iterative method of solving the
equation for ele tri potential. Some omputations, demonstrating the hange in
orientation of the mole ules of a liquid rystal under the inuen e of external for es,
are performed.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basi Resear h (proje t no. 18-31-00100).
A knowledgements.
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Bernoulli-Trials Approximations of the Collision Pro ess in
the DSMC Method
S.K. Stefanov
Institute of Me hani s, BAS, A ad. G. Bon hev bl.4, 1113 Soa, Bulgaria

The binary ollision pro ess in rareed gas is presented by a general transition
operator transforming the gas state form one state to other. Its approximations
with respe t to time step are onsidered and riti ally analyzed with respe t to
their appli ation to gaseous mi rouidi problems. Some numeri al examples will be
given showing that the general Bernoulli-trials ollision s heme overs the properties
of all spe i approa hes used by now.
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Two Zaslavsky Maps in Pseudorandom Byte Generation
B. Stoyanov, M. Todorova, Ts. Ivanova, G. Borboryan and A. Hasanov
University of Shumen, Bulgaria

We present a novel, two Zaslavsky maps based pseudo-random byte formation
fun tion. We evaluated output data theoreti ally and tested by NIST, DIEHARD
and ENT statisti al suites. The results of the ryptographi analysis show that the
output bytes behaves like an ideal random sour e.
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Self-Regulation of the Labor Market: Dynami Optimization
Model
A. E. Sudakova, A. F. Shorikov
Ural Federal University, Ekaterinburg, Russia

In this arti le, the authors put forward a hypothesis that the labor market is a
self-regulating system whi h under ertain assumptions an be expressed through
su h indi ators as the unemployment rate and the GDP. The arti le also in ludes an
overview of resear h literature on self-regulation of the labor market, in parti ular
the e onometri model based on the idea of wages being used to balan e supply
and demand. In the se ond part of the arti le the authors present the dynami
mathemati al model for optimization of spe ialist training at the university. The
dynami model onsists of a phase ve tor, whi h is formed with the help of several
key parameters des ribing the pro ess of spe ialist training at the university (edu ation programs, enrolment apa ity, fa ilities, indi ators of the so ial sphere and so
on), and a ontrol ve tor, whi h des ribes a set of te hnologies used for organization
and realization of spe ialist training at the university (various methods of spe ialist
training, funding, and so on).
→∞⋄∞←
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Levy-Flight Salp Swarm Algorithm for Fun tion
Optimization and Engineering Design Problems
A. Sudirman, A.B.S. Ergaputra
Bandung Institute of Te hnology, 40132 Bandung, Indonesia

The Salp Swarm Algorithm (SSA) algorithm is a bio-inspired optimizer. Aiming
at the phenomenon that Salp Swarm Algorithm has slow onvergen e and low
pre ision, an improved version of SSA algorithm based on Levy-ight strategy,
whi h is named as LSSA, is proposed. Levy-ight an in rease the diversity of the
population against premature onvergen e and make the algorithm jump out of
lo al optimum more ee tively.This approa h is helpful to obtain a better trade-o
between exploration and exploitation ability of SSA, thus, whi h an make LSSA
faster and more robust than SSA. The proposed LSSA algorithm is applied on
several ben hmark fun tions and engineering design problems. The results show
ompetitive results of LSSA on erning the other metaheuristi algorithms.
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Existen e, Continuation, and Lower Mass Bounds for the
Landau Equation
C. Henderson, A. Tarfulea
University of Chi ago, IL 60637, USA

S. Snelson
Florida Institute of Te hnology, Melbourne, FL 32901, USA

Kineti equations model gas and parti le dynami s, spe i ally fo using on the
intera tions between the mi ro-, meso-, and ma ros opi s ales. Mathemati ally,
they demonstrate a ri h variety of nonlinear phenomena, su h as hypoellipti ity
through velo ity-averaging and Landau damping. The question of well-posedness
remains an a tive area of resear h. In this talk, we look at the Landau equation,
a mathemati al model for plasma physi s arising from the Boltzmann equation
as so- alled grazing ollisions dominate. Previous results are in the perturbative
regime, or in the homogeneous setting, or rely on strong a priori ontrol of the
solution (the most ru ial assumption being a lower bound on the density, as this
prevents the ellipti terms from be oming degenerate). We prove that the Landau
equation has lo al-in-time solutions with no additional a priori assumptions; the
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initial data is even allowed to ontain regions of va uum. We then prove a mass
spreading result via a probabilisti approa h. This is the rst proof that a density
lower bound is generated dynami ally from ollisions. From the lower bound, it
follows that the lo al solution is smooth, and we establish the mildest (to date)
ontinuation riteria for the solution to exist for all time.
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Numeri al Approa h for a Class of Dierential Equations
with Constraints
N. Tarfulea
Purdue University Northwest, Hammond, IN, USA

Frequently, numeri al solutions to evolution dierential equations with onstraints are omputed on arti ial spa e utos be ause of the ne essary boundedness
of omputational domains. Therefore, well-posed boundary onditions are needed
at the arti ial boundaries. Moreover, these boundary onditions have to be hosen
in su h a way that the numeri al solution of the uto equation approximates as
best as possible the solution of the original problem on the innite domain, and
this in ludes the preservation of onstraints. In this talk, we onsider well-posed,
onstraint-preserving boundary onditions for a ve tor-valued wave equation with
onstraints. Then, we onstru t an equivalent extended problem, whi h in ludes the
onstraints as dynami al variables. Be ause of the onstraints dire tly entering the
evolution, the extended problem may present a preferable alternative for numeri al
approximation.
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A Dis rete Mathemati al Model for Single and Colle tive
Movement in Amoeboid Cells
N.E. Tarfulea
Purdue University Northwest, Hammond, IN, USA

We propose a new dis rete mathemati al model for individual and olle tive
ell motility. We introdu e a me hani al model for the movement of a ell on a twodimensional rigid surfa e to des ribe and investigate the ell- ell and ell-substrate
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intera tions. The ell ytoskeleton is modeled as a series of springs and dash-pots
onne ted in parallel. The ell-substrate atta hments and the ell protrusions are
also in luded. In parti ular, this model is used to des ribe the dire ted movement
of endothelial ells on a Matrigel plate. We ompare the results from our model
with experimental data. We show that ell density and substrate rigidity play an
important role in network formation.
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Solving an Ellipti Problem with Regular and Paraboli
Boundary Layers by a Multigrid Algorithm
S.V. Tikhovskaya
Sobolev Institute of Mathemati s SB RAS, Omsk bran h, Russia

A two-dimensional linear ellipti equation with paraboli and regular boundary
layers is onsidered in the unit square. It is solved by using an upwind dieren e
s heme on the Shishkin mesh whi h onverges uniformly with respe t to a small
perturbation parameter. The s heme is resolved based on an iterative method. It
is known that the appli ation of multigrid methods leads to essential redu tion
of arithmeti al operations amount [1℄ and the referen es therein. Earlier in [2℄
we investigated the as adi two-grid method with the appli ation of Ri hardson
extrapolation to in rease a ura y of the dieren e s heme uniform with respe t to
a perturbation parameter, using an interpolation formula uniform with respe t to a
perturbation parameter. We obtained that the usage of the auxiliary mesh with the
number of nodes in two times less than the initial mesh leads to in rease a ura y of
the dieren e s heme by an order uniform with respe t to a perturbation parameter.
In this paper multigrid algorithm of the same stru ture is studied. We also used
an interpolation formula uniform with respe t to a perturbation parameter. The
appli ation of the Ri hardson extrapolation method based on numeri al solutions
on the last three meshes leads to in rease a ura y of the dieren e s heme by
two orders uniform with respe t to a perturbation parameter. We ompare the
proposed as adi multigrid method with a multigrid method with V- y le with a
spe ial restri tion operator as [3℄. The results of some numeri al experiments are
dis ussed.
A knowledgements. Resear h has been supported by the program of fundamental s ienti resear hes of the SB RAS No I.1.3., proje t No 0314-2019-0009.
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A Comparison of Monte Carlo Methods Based on Faure and
Sobol Sequen es for Multidimensional Integrals in Air
Pollution Modelling
V. Todorov, I.T. Dimov
Institute of Mathemati s and Informati s, and Institute of Information and
Communi ation Te hnologies, BAS, Soa, Bulgaria

Yu. Dimitrov
University of Forestry, Soa, Bulgaria

Air pollution and meteorologi al models are in front pla es among the examples
of mathemati al models with a lot of natural un ertainties in their input data sets
and parameters. Sensitivity analysis is a powerful tool for studying and improving
the reliability of su h models. In this work some results of the global sensitivity
study of the Unied Danish Eulerian Model (UNI-DEM) have been presented.
One of the most attra tive features of UNI-DEM is its advan ed hemi al s heme
 the Condensed CBM IV, whi h onsider a large number of hemi al spe ies
and numerous rea tions between them, of whi h the ozone is one of the most
important pollutants for its entral role in many pra ti al appli ations of the results.
A omprehensive experimental study of quasi-Monte Carlo algorithms based on
Faure and Sobol sequen es for multidimensional numeri al integration has been
done. The algorithms have been su essfully applied to ompute global Sobol
sensitivity measures orresponding to the inuen e of several input parameters
on the on entrations of important air pollutants. The study has been done for
the areas of several European ities with dierent geographi al lo ations. This is
the rst time when Faure low dis repan y sequen e is applied to this problem and
a omparison with the low dis repan y of Sobol has been made. The numeri al
tests show that the sto hasti algorithms under onsideration are e ient for the
multidimensional integrals under onsideration and espe ially for omputing small
by value sensitivity indi es.
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Assessment of Optimal Tool Parameters used in Numeri al
Simulation for Hot Mandrel Bending of Pipe Elbows
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This paper is ta kling the elbows bending pro ess using hot mandrels. Through
this pro ess the pipe is pushed over a x or mobile mandrel, whi h denes the
expansion and the radius of urvature and is very important that mandrel deformation to be minimum. The paper presents the nite element model developed for
the pro ess des ribed above, the optimization of tool parameters used to obtain
and validate the simulation onditions in order to evaluate the ee t of dierent
materials on mandrels performan es. The numeri al simulation analyses were arried
out by nite element analysis software ANSYS LS-DYNA whi h has a vast array of
apabilities to simulate extreme deformation problems. Results obtained following
the manufa turing pro ess FEM simulation optimization are expe ted to redu e
the mandrel produ tion and exploitation osts.
A knowledgements. This work was arried out within POC-A1-A1.2.3-G2015, ID/SMIS ode: P_40_422/105884, TRANSCUMAT Proje t, Grant no.
114/09.09.2016 (Subsidiary Contra t no. 3/D.1.1/114/27.11.2017), Proje t supported by the Romanian Minister of Resear h and Innovation.
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Using Smart Contra ts for Software Life y le Management
Automation
B. Tsvetkov, H. Kostadinov
Institute of Mathemati s and Informati s, BAS, A ad. G. Bon hev bl. 8, 1113
Soa, Bulgaria

The rapid development of the DLTs in the re ent years solved many of the
short omings of original Bit oin network and extended the areas and problems
they were used to address. As result one of the new issues that ar hite ts have to
de ide on is whi h DLT is best suited for the spe i tasks they are solving. In this
arti le dierent DLTs and DLT features will be reviewed regarding their suitability
to solve urrent problems in the area of the software life y le management (SLM).
Software life y le management is the pro ess of managing pro edures that are
exe uted at ustomer site, in their loud, IoT devi es and for edge omputing
lands apes. Some of these pro edures are software produ ts installation, upgrade,
transport ustomized ode and data, system opy, onguration, and many other.
In the Enterprise world these pro edures may be very omplex as they involve
oordination and onguration for usage of many tools and many dierent parties
on dierent lands apes and louds. Often many involved parties need to ooperate
to su essfully omplete omplex set of mutually dependent software life y le management pro edures with minimal risk, downtimes and resour e usage. Some of the
parties that ould be involved in a omplex software life y le management proje t
are ustomers, software providers, onsulting partners, hardware vendors, and software vendors. These parties are typi ally not hierar hi ally organized and may not
fully trust ea h other as they may have ontradi ting interests for spe i aspe ts
of the pro ess. Their goals are often proje t-based, temporary, and not stri tly
formalized in detailed legal frames. The su ess of the proje t often depends on
the results of their ollaboration and proper sharing of eorts, knowledge and
resour es. This makes usage of a DLT a good andidate to handle and automate
the ollaboration and sharing aspe ts of their intera tions by introdu ing additional
trust between parties. In this session a DLT-based system will be des ribed that
ould streamline and automate pro esses that are urrently manual and time
onsuming. Having a DLT in pla e provides ea h party with own opy of the
information. This makes it independent of the future relationship between involved
parties.
→∞⋄∞←
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Simulation of Thermal Ee ts of Engineering Obje ts and
Climate Changes on the Permafrost Boundaries
N.A. Vaganova, M.Yu. Filimonov
Ural Federal University and Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s,
Yekaterinburg, Russia

Permafrost o upies about 25% of the total land area of the globe and is
highly sus eptible to external inuen es aused by human a tivity and limate
hange. Most engineering stru tures and buildings in the permafrost zone use the
prin iple of preserving the frozen state of the soil. For these purposes, various
options for thermal insulation of the soil surfa e, piles, whi h are the foundation for
residential buildings, ooling devi es for thermal stabilization of the soil and other
options for preventing permafrost degradation, are used. Permafrost thawing an
lead to serious a idents and the destru tion of buildings. For example, damage to
produ tion wells in the northern oil and gas elds due to permafrost pro esses leads
not only to large nan ial losses, but also to be environmental onsequen es for the
environment. The paper dis usses various mathemati al models for des ribing the
distribution of thermal elds in the surfa e layer of soil from various sour es of heat,
or old, whi h, together with seasonal limati hanges, form unsteady thermal
elds in the soil. The developed algorithms are fo used on high-performan e omputers and were used in the design of various oil and gas elds lo ated in the permafrost
zone. The main attention is paid to the adequate setting of boundary onditions and
maximum onsideration of various parameters, in luding te hni al hara teristi s
of engineering obje ts, limati onditions and soil lithology in the eld of modeling
thermal elds. The presented numeri al al ulations show the possibility of using
these models and algorithms for long-term fore asting of the development of thermal
pro esses in the soil. Minimization of heat exposure in the system heat sour es
( old)  permafrost will avoid a idents at oil and gas elds asso iated with hanges
in temperature onditions in the soil, and in rease the stability of the building with
pile foundations.
A knowledgements. The work was supported by Russian Foundation for
Basi Resear h 19-07-00435.
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Numeri al Modeling of Seismi Wave Propagation
Generated by Ele tromagneti Pulse Sour e in Fra tured
Medium
M.P. Varygina, E.P. Chentsov
Institute of Computational Modeling SB RAS, 50/44 Akademgorodok, 660036
Krasnoyarsk, Russia

We onsider the problem of in reasing the e ien y of seismi exploration
using ele tromagneti pulse sour e by adjusting its me hani al and geometri al
hara teristi s based on mathemati al modeling of seismi wave propagation generated by the pulse sour e in medium with omplex rheologi al properties. To des ribe
wave pro esses in stru turally inhomogeneous fra tured medium, the model of blo k
medium onsisting of elasti blo ks and fra tured interlayers is proposed. It is
assumed that the ra ks in medium propagate through the interlayers only. When
the riti al level of deformation is rea hed, a ra k o urring in the interlayer
alters its properties. To take into a ount dynami pro esses in interlayers, rigid
onta t, i.e., a rheologi al element usually applied for the modeling of medium
having dierent resistan e to tension and ompression, is used. Thermodynami
onsisten y of the proposed model is shown. For numeri al implementation of the
model, a parallel omputational algorithm is developed. The algorithm is based on
the two- y ling splitting method in ombination with the monotone ENO-s heme
des ribing wave propagation in blo ks and the non-dissipative Ivanov's s heme
for the interlayers. Parallelization of omputations is performed at stages of the
splitting method. A series of numeri al omputations is performed to show the
wave elds generated by the ele tromagneti pulse sour e in fra tured medium.
A knowledgements. This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basi Resear h (proje t no. 18-31-00100) and by the Russian Foundation for
Basi Resear h, Government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk Regional Fund
of S ien e (proje t no. 18-41-242001).
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Seasonality of the Levels of Parti ulate Matter PM10 air
pollutant in the ity of Ruse, Bulgaria
E. Veleva
A. Kan hev University of Ruse, Bulgaria

This paper presents empiri al study of the seasonality in air pollution of a
Bulgarian ity, aused by PM10 (parti ulate matter 10 mi rometers or less in
diameter). Dierent statisti s, des ribing the hange of PM10 over time have been
onsidered. The trend and seasonality in the data are modeled using dierent
approa hes of time series analysis. The results are used to obtain point and interval
estimates for future values of PM10 levels.
→∞⋄∞←

Numeri al Simulation of Alternative Fuels Combustion in
Gas Turbines
J.A. Vilag, V.A. Vilag, C. Pus asu, R. Ni oara
COMOTI Romanian Resear h and Development Institute for Gas Turbines
COMOTI, Bu harest, Romania

M. Calugaru
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The paper presents the thermodynami analysis for hanging the fuel of an
aviation gas turbine from kerosene to alternative gaseous fuels. Theoreti al results
are obtained using the CEA program and the numeri al ones using a ommer ial
CFD ode. The gas turbine used for the appli ation is a heli opter turboshaft
for whi h the geometry of the ombustor was arefully reprodu ed in a CAD
environment. The paper details ea h ne essary step to obtain the numeri al results,
as well as some omparison with experimental data. The on lusions are related to
the similarities and the dieren es between the experimental data, onsidering the
omplexity of the entire gas turbine.
A knowledgements. This work was arried out within POC-A1-A1.2.3-G2015, ID/SMIS ode: P_40_422/105884, TRANSCUMAT Proje t, Grant no.
114/09.09.2016 (Subsidiary Contra t no. 1/D.1.5/114/24.10.2017), Proje t supported by the Romanian Minister of Resear h and Innovation.
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A Momentum Preserving Numeri al Method for a Sixth
Order Boussinesq Equation
V. Vu heva, N. Kolkovska
Institute of Mathemati s and Informati s, BAS, A ad. G. Bon hev bl.8, 1113
Soa, Bulgaria

In this talk a momentum preserving s heme is onstru ted and studied for the
Sixth Order Boussinesq Equation (SOBE)
∂2u
∂2u
=
∆u
+
β
∆
− β2 ∆2 u + β3 ∆3 u − ∆f (u), x ∈ (−∞, ∞) , t > 0.
1
∂t2
∂t2

The momentum preserving s heme is based on the representation of the SOBE as
a Hamiltonian system. The nite dieren e s heme is expli it, onditionally stable
and se ond order a urate in spa e and time. We prove that the dis rete solution
onserves exa tly the dis rete momentum and the dis rete mass, and approximately,
with O(h2 + τ 2 ) error, the dis rete Hamiltonian (energy). Numeri al experiments
are provided for quadrati and ubi nonlinearities. The numeri al results show
good agreement with our theoreti al results.
A knowledgements. This work is partially supported by the Program for
young s ientists and postdo toral students PCM 577/17.08.2018 and by the Bulgarian National S ien e Fund under Proje t H 22/2 from 2018.
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Adjoin Operators for Three-Dimensional Continuity and
Adve tion Equations
A. Vyatkin
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E. Ku hunova
Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk, Russia

We onsider an expli it semi-Lagrangian algorithm for solving the three-dimensional ontinuity problem. To ompute a numeri al solution, we use a uniform spa e
and time grids. The algorithm is based on splitting of three-dimensional problem
into three one-dimensional problems. We determine a numeri al solution of ea h
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one-dimensional problem as a fun tion that is pie ewise onstant in sells at ea h
time level. We use a lo al integral balan e equation between two neighboring time
levels, whi h follows from the Green's theorem. To nd a numeri al solution at
next time level at the grid node, we onsider integral over a spa e neighborhood
of it. It produ es the left-hand side of the algebrai equation. To get the righthand side, we onsider the integral of the numeri al solution at the previous time
level, whi h has already been determined. Thus, we get numeri al s heme for
three-dimensional ontinuity equation. We ount all nodes of three-dimensional
spa e grids by one enumerator and onsider a matrix of numeri al s heme. Ea h
row in matrix orresponds to oin ident time level. Adjoin matrix allows to nd
numeri al solution of adve tion equation. It theoreti ally justied this help of adjoin
operators. The proposed dieren e s hemes are of rst-order onvergen e that is
onrmed by omputational experiments.
A knowledgements. The reported study was funded by Russian Foundation
for Basi Resear h, Government of Krasnoyarsk Territory, Krasnoyarsk Regional
Fund of S ien e to the resear h proje t Numeri al modeling of quasi-stable stru tures omposed of multi omponent gas near a fa tory smokesta k, proje t 18-41243006.
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Conve tive Flow of Jerey Fluid past a Verti al Permeable
Moving Plate
B.K. Wil ox
Dept of Mathemati s and Statisti s, Federal University Otuoke, Yenagoa, Nigeria

In this arti le, we investigated the os illatory MHD Free Conve tive Flow
of Jerey Fluid past a verti al permeable moving plate. The formulated partial
dierential equations were solved using perturbation te hnique and velo ity and
temperature proles are obtained. Numeri al simulation was arried out using
MATHEMATICA 10.3 to study the ow with some pertinent parameters su h
as and other parameters inuen e on the velo ity and temperature proles. It was
observed that the variation of the pertinent parameters inuen es the ow proles,
as it leads to in reasing velo ity prole with temperature.
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Mathemati al Model and Method for Cal ulating the
Growth of Non-Metalli In lusions in Multi omponent Melt
N. Yaparova
South Ural State University (National Resear h University), Chelyabinsk, Russia

In this ontribution, a problem of the growing non-metalli in lusions in multiomponent melt is onsidered. The mathemati al model of in lusion growth is
represented as inverse problem for paraboli PDEs with the equations of boundary
mass transfer and ODE des ribing the in lusion growth. In this problem, it is
required to al ulate the radius of growing spheri al in lusion. To solve this problem,
a numeri al method based on the using of nite-dieren e equations and regularization te hnique is proposed. The appli ation of regularization approa h ensures the
stability of omputational s heme with respe t to omputational errors and errors of
the initial data. The advantage of method is follows. Using the ommon approa hes,
we an al ulate the radius at the early stage of growth only. This stage lasts for
several se onds. The proposed method allows us to in rease the observation time
of the growing in lusion up to several minutes. The reliability of the method was
veried by omparing the numeri al results with the test fun tions.
→∞⋄∞←

Vehi le Routing Problem with Time Windows
M. Yousekhoshbakht
Dept of Mathemati s, Fa ulty of S ien es, Bu-Ali Sina University, 6517838695
Hamedan, Iran

The vehi le routing problem with time windows (VRPTW) is a famous problem
in logisti s that has many appli ations in real life. In this Problem, the obje tive is
to dene the minimized distan e traveled of the several vehi les that start to move
simultaneously from the depot and visit some ustomers within ertain time frames.
In this paper, an e ient optimization algorithm alled football game algorithm
(FGA) is proposed to solve VRPTW as an important NP-hard problem. FGA
imitates the behavior of football players during a game to nd the best positions
to s ore a goal under the supervision of a team oa h.The performan e of the
proposed FGA is validated against Solomon's VRPTW ben hmarks. Experiment
results onrm that FGA produ es ompetitive results ompared to several stateof-the-art algorithms in terms of the quality of the solutions. More pre isely, the
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proposed algorithm obtains 17 and improves 12 best known solutions (BKSs) in
the literature.
Keywords: Football Game Algorithm, Vehi le Routing Problem with Time
Windows, Meta-heuristi s, Solomon Ben hmarks, Np-hard Problems
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On the Approximation of Estimation Problems for
Controlled Systems
B. Ananyev
N.N. Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s, 16 S. Kovalevskaya
str., 620108 Ekaterinburg
and Ural Federal University, 19 Mir str., 620002 Yekaterinburg, Russia

P. Yurovskih
N.N. Krasovskii Institute of Mathemati s and Me hani s, 16 S. Kovalevskaya
str., 620108 Ekaterinburg, Russia

In this talk, we onsider problem of guaranteed estimation for ontrolled
systems with dis rete observations. For linear systems with ontinuous measurements,
we redu e theirs to dis rete ones and approximate the estimation pro edure. Error
bounds of the approximation are also found. Given a grid t = t0 . . . tN on the
time interval [0, T ], unknown ontrols v(t) are hanged for a sequen e v(t) = vi
on (ti−1 , ti ]. After that we ome to the multistage system xi = fi (xi−1 , vi ), xi ∈
Rn , i ∈ 1 : N , with measurements yi = gi (xi−1 , vi )+wi , yi ∈ Rm , and onstraints
PN
F0 (x0 ) + i=1 Fi (vi , wi ), where Fi are non-negative fun tions. The problem is
to give an analyti al des ription of the set Wt ompatible with measurements
y t = {y1 , . . . , yt } and onsisting of all possible pairs (xt−1 , vt ). In addition to that
one has to nd the information set Vt = ft (Wt ) whi h is the image of Wt . These sets
an be found by the re ursive pro edure. An appli ation of this approa h to linear
dierential systems of the form ẋ = A(t)x + B(t)v with ontinuous observations
y(t) = G(t)x + w and quadrati integral onstraints on unknown fun tions gives us
the opportunity to obtain the approximation s heme for observation pro ess. In this
ase the information sets are ellipsoids both for ontinuous and for dis rete-time
systems. The error bounds for ellipsoid parameters are obtained and the theorem
is proved whi h asserts the onvergen e of the approximation. Various linear and
nonlinear examples are onsidered in luding a model of two-element handlers, a
motion in vis ous medium, and the Lotka-Volterra model with in omplete information.
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Flexible Graphite as a Se ond-Grade Material
R.S. Okatiev, A.V. Zaitsev, I.Yu. Zubko
Perm National Resear h Polyte hni

University, 29 Komsomolskiy prospekt,

614990 Perm, Russia

Flexible graphite (hereinafter FG) is a unique nanostru tured omposite material with a temperature-independent high thermo- hemi al durability, low oe ient
of fri tion and high elasti properties. FG seals easily break-in without erosive
ae tion on the onta t metal surfa es, t for a multifun tional usage in highorrosive and high-rea tive gas and uid media. The FG o-ring seals and their
pa ks have high reliability; they do not require additional pressurization during
long-term usage and work at temperatures up to 560◦ C with pressures up to
40.0MPa. The inuen e of the FG mi rostru ture an be taken into a ount by
des ribing it as a linear isotropi se ond-gradient medium introdu ed in the works
of R.A. Toupin and R.D. Mindlin. The s ale parameter an be determined as a
ratio of the distan e between the graphite layers and the radius of the o-ring. The
loading problem for the FG o-ring is solved in the gradient formulation. Fri tion
onditions are established on the inner and outer radial surfa es of the ring. The
fri tion oe ient is assumed to be small enough. On the bottom of the ring there
are no axial displa ements, on the top surfa e of the ring pressure is applied. The
analyti al solution of the loading problem under onsideration will help to estimate
the ontribution of the gradient elasti moduli and the s ale parameter into stress
distribution and determine onditions of the gradient statement appli ability. We
suppose that the use of the gradient formulation is able to des ribe some phenomena
that o ur during the exploitation of FG o-rings. The work is dedi ated to applying
the gradient material models to solve a tual engineering problems. Also, the results
may be useful as an example of a problem solved in the se ond-gradient formulation.
A knowledgements. The work is supported by the Russian Foundation for
Basi Resear h (Grant No.17-41-590377_r_a).
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Noise-Indu ed Phantom Attra tor in the Enzyme Kineti s
I. Bashkirtseva, S. Zaitseva
Ural Federal University, 51 Lenin str., 620000 Ekaterinburg, Russia

A. Pisar hik
Center for Biomedi al Te hnology, Te hni al University of Madrid, Campus
Montegan edo 28223 Pozuelo de Alar on, Madrid, Spain

We study the inuen e of random noise on the two dimensional model of
enzymati rea tion. The model demonstrates high nonuniformity of deterministi
phase portrait and sensitivity to parameters variations. A new dynami al phenomenon alled a generation of phantom attra tor is dis overed when the model is for ed
by high intensity noise. It is an ee t of shifting and lo alizing random states
far from the deterministi attra tor. The phenomenon is investigated using dire t
numeri al simulations, probability density distribution and frequen y analysis of
sto hasti os illations.
A knowledgements.
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Order and Chaoti Regimes in 3D Goldbeter Model
I. Bashkirtseva, S. Zaitseva
Ural Federal University, 51 Lenin str., 620000 Ekaterinburg, Russia

Three-dimensional nonlinear bio hemi al model proposed by Goldbeter is onsidered under the inuen e of random noise. In the deterministi ase the model
possesses a wide variety of dynami regimes among whi h the periodi behavior,
orresponding to limit y le os illations, ombination of either two periodi os illations or a limit y le with an equilibrium and haos. A transition of the system from
order to haos o urs through a as ade of period doubling bifur ations. It is studied
how random noise an hange the qualitative behavior of the model and form new
dynami regimes. An intera tion of sto hasti ity and nonlinearity is dis ussed.
A knowledgements.
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Strong Topology on the Set of Persisten e Diagrams
V. Kiosak
Odessa State A ademy of Civil Engineering and Ar hite ture, Ukraine ,

A. Sav henko
Kherson State Agrarian University, Ukraine

M. Zari hnyi
Fa ulty of Mathemati s and Natural S ien es, University of Rzeszow, Poland

We endow the set of persisten e diagrams with the strong topology (the
topology of ountable dire t limit of in reasing sequen e of bounded subsets onsidered in the bottlene k distan e). The topology of the obtained spa e is des ribed.
Also, we prove that the spa e of persisten e diagrams with the bottlene k metri
has innite asymptoti dimension in the sense of Gromov.

Statisti al Study of the Inuen e of the Atmospheri
Chara teristi s upon the Parti ulate Matter (PM10) Air
Pollution in the City of Silistra, Bulgaria
I. Tsvetanova, I. Zheleva, M. Filipova
Dept of Thermoengineering, Hydrauli s, and E ology, Ruse University, 7017,
Ruse, 8 Studentska str., Bulgaria

Air pollution by parti ulate matter with a parti le diameter between 2.5 and
10µm (PM10) is going up re ently in the entire Danube region, Bulgaria [1,2,5,6℄.
The sour es of dust on the territory of Danube region, Bulgaria are industry,
transport and domesti heating by solid fuel. PM10 levels for the entire Danube
region in Bulgaria mark a signi ant in rease during the autumn-winter period
ompared to the levels during the spring-summer period. For example in Ruse - a
ity belonging to this region the levels of PM10 are going up re ently [5℄. The biggest
peak of PM10 levels for the autumn-winter period is usually observed in January
months. It is in January that the number of days in whi h there is ex eedan e of
the limit values of the PM10 levels is maximum observed.
Also re ently it be omes lear that the mean value of the temperature in
this region is slightly goes up for the last 40 years and it is bigger than the mean
temperature for Bulgaria [5℄. This ould be interpreted as a proof for limate hange
and warming in Danube region. The presen e of PM10 obviously ae ts and hanges
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somehow the main atmospheri hara teristi s  temperature, atmospheri pressure
and humidity and maybe there is a relationship between PM10 ontamination levels
and ambient air hara teristi s.
In our works [3,4,6℄ we examined in more details the inuen e of the atmospheri
hara teristi s on the PM10 ontamination during January months for one of
the biggest ities in Bulgarian Danube region  Ruse. To understand better this
relationship we provide a statisti al analysis of ambient air PM10 ontamination
during winter periods [3,4℄. Correlations between the measured PM10 values and
the respe tive temperatures, atmospheri pressure and relative humidity measured
for January months for dierent years were presented and ommented there.
This paper is one ontinuation of our investigations of PM10 pollution for
Danube region espe ially for another ity of the region  Silistra. It is devoted to
examine the PM10 pollution during winter and its relationship with atmospheri
hara teristi s (temperature, atmospheri pressure and humidity). It presents a
statisti al analysis of the level of PM10 air pollution in Silistra using data from
the o ial monitoring stations in the ity. The measurements over the period
sin e 2011 till 2018. Des riptive statisti s of PM10 and atmospheri hara teristi stemperature, atmospheri pressure and relative humidity as well as linear regression
modeling are presented and ommented in the paper.
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A onstitutive material spin tensor in the ase of purely elasti nite-strain
deformation is introdu ed for a 3D orthotropi media using the minimizing prin iple
applied to obtain the reloaded onguration of the material volume. This material
spin explains the rotation of the orthonormal ve tor frame whi h oin ides with
the material symmetry axes in the initial onguration of the material volume and
uniquely orresponds to a set of these axes in the urrent onguration although it
does not oin ide with the latter. The given denition is followed by the exa t
expression. This denition allows obtaining a new variant of de omposing any
elasti nite-strain motion onto rigid and deformational parts and introdu ing the
orotational rate asso iated with the material anisotropy. The latter is used for
the formulation of the anisotropi rate-type elasti law in the urrent onguration
based on the strain measure whi h does not belong to the Seth-Hill family. The
introdu ed material symmetry rotation naturally a ounts for the material symmetry
and demonstrates the dependen e of its rotation angle on the initial orientation
of the anisotropy axes under nite-strain deformation. For the parti ular ases
su h as innitesimal deformations or a higher material symmetry (more lose
to the isotropi one) the introdu ed material rotation tensor oin ides with the
onventional measures of rotation introdu ed in solid me hani s. By using the
introdu ed material spin tensor for the rate-type elasti law, it be omes possible
to take into a ount the material anisotropy in the nite-strain hypo-elasti ity
in ontrast with all the known variants of the orotational rates. The introdu ed
rate-type elasti law is appropriate for studying the nite-strain deformation of
anisotropi materials as well as for modeling the pro ess of rystal latti e rotation
of subgrains in the ourse of intense plasti deformation.
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